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Harvest Ball
Celebrates African Life
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Opens a Grand Success
PG. 12
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Fire Alarm
Sparks
Concern
Lisa Sharp
S ta ff W riter

On Nov. 6, unknown individuals
discharged fire extinguishers on
the ninth and 10th floors of Bohn
Hall, causing the fire alarm to
activate at 4:15 a.m., a University
police report said.
“From what I know, people on
two . floors had taken fire extin
guishers and set them off in the
hallways, blocking vision as we ran
down the hall,” said Elyse Peterson,
a freshman geo science major.
Peterson also said that when

“It’s terrifying to
know that the fire
extinguishers were
not replaced
immediately.”
W aleed M iqbel
Bohn Hall resident

she opened her door, the fire extin
guisher powder was everywhere
and that she couldn’t breathe with
out inhaling powder. She also said
the students were outside for about
two hours.
“It was cold. We were tired, and
it wasn’t the most pleasant experi
ence in the world,” Peterson said.
“The clincher was that the next
day, another fire alarm went off at
8 a.m.”
According to a University police
report, the case is still under inves
tigation and the students responsi
ble have not yet been apprehended.
Robert Ferrara, MSU Fire
Safety Compliance Coordinator
said it is not normal to be outside
for two hours during an alarm. [In
this case], it took a long time to
reset the system. He also said the
police were conducting an investi
gation that could have caused the
delay.
Ferrara said that he does not yet
have a report about the fire alarm
that went off the next m o r n i n g , but
said it was possibly due to the fire
extinguisher agent getting into the
smoke detectors.
Peterson said, “I think that resi
dence hall fire safety is just that adequate. After the fire extinguish
er incident, they weren’t replaced
for another two days.”
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Fraternity Charged with Hazing
Delta Chi Suspended after 19 Members Arrested in Rockaway
Jessica Havery
News Editor

Delta Chi, a Class IV organiza
tion of the SGA, was suspended by
the University Tuesday after 19
members of the organization were
arrested and charged with haz
ing and underage alcohol consump
tion last week, a University press
release reported.
Last week, Tuesday night into
Wednesday morning, two Rockaway
Township police officers spotted
cars near the entrance of Wildcat
Ridge Wildlife Management Area,
police said.
The Delta Chi brothers had
taken the 20-minute walk to the
hawk watch area to hold the chap
ter’s initiation, police said.
Students pledging the fraternity
had allegedly been ordered to run,
roll and do calisthenics near an
open bonfire and the edge of a 75

to 100-foot drop. A
keg of beer was also
found at the site.
“[The pledges]
were 'covered in
mud from head to
toe,” police Captain
James Stafzak said.
“They were up there
in the middle of the
night. What they
were doing there was
not safe,” he said.
Someone could
have easily wan
dered off and fallen,
police said.
“We have zero tol
Bryan Lubliner, (right) president of Delta Chi and treasurer of Greek Council, attended
erance for any vio a closed Greek Council meeting Tuesday.
lation of our strict
and direct anti-hazing policy,” said Anti-Hazing policy, a person is organization, he or she knowingly
Karen L. P e n n i n g t o n , vice presi guilty of hazing, as well as a dis or recklessly organizes, promotes,
dent for Student Development and orderly persons offense if, in con facilitates or engages in any con
Campus Life.
nection with the initiation of appli duct, other than competitive
According to the University’s cants to or members of a student
S E E ‘FRATERNITY’ ON P. 3

Residence Hall Association
New
Secedes from Residence Life Parking
Organization Seeks to Become Part of T he SGA

Deck
Planned

Jessica Havery
News Editor

The Residence Hall Association,
an organization intended to repre
sent resident students at Montclair
State University, seceded from the
department of Residence Life and

Lauren Lampe
A ssista n t News Editor

“[The re-acquiring
of the RHA office] is
a blatant act of spite
on behalf of the
Office of Residence
Life.”
Pierre Johnson
President of RHA
Dominique W ilson I The Montclarion

has taken steps to become an exten
sion of the Student Government
Organization, said RHA President
Pierre Johnson.
At last Monday’s RHA meet
ing, the executive board of RHA
met with Director of Residence Life
Regina Sargent and resident stu
dents to discuss the future of the
student-run organization.
Arts and Entertainm ent: 12

RHA President Pierre Johnson facilitated a meeting in which the execu
tive board announced its secession from the Office of Residence Life.

Directing her questions towards
SGA President Jacob V. Hudnut,
Sargent said that she wanted to
know how the RHA would fit into
the SGA as an organization when
the student government is already
in place to voice student concerns.
“It would be conducive to the
SGA,” Hudnut said. “I believe the
Opinion: 15

RHA’s journey on the path to SGA
recognition has the potential to be
the beginning of a new chapter for
the Office of Residence Life and its
relationship to students.”
Students, Residence Life staff
members, and members of the RHA

Recognizing that parking at
Montclair State University is a
problem th at needs attention,
the University is presently in the
early stages of developing plans
for a new parking deck, said Doug
Cooper, Director of Architectural
and Engineering Services.
It is projected to take about
18 months to complete the struc
ture and will have an estimated
total construction cost of $25 to 27
million. Project planners are cur
rently doing a thorough investiga
tion of the campus before deciding
on the definitive location of the
parking deck. At the moment, the
preferred site location is the hill
behind the overnight and commut
er parking spots near Yogi Berra
Stadium, said Doug Cooper.
Although, the deck design is
in the preliminary stages it will

S E E ‘RHA’ ON P. 4
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The Police
Report:
Lack of Parking Spaces Leads
to Assault
11/15/04 - An officer patrolling the
pedestrian area at McEarchen Music
Building observed graffiti on the build
ing and also on the side of Partridge
Hall. The graffiti was a tag word, not
bias in nature.
11/16/04 - A male MSU employee
reported having plastic bottles thrown
at him and other pedestrians from a
window in Freeman Hall. No one was
injured by the incident; the unknown
individuals also shouted obscenities at
the victims.
11/18/04 - A female MSU employee
reported receiving harassing phone
calls by an unknown individual.
11/18/04 - Officers responded to lot 47
on a reported fight in progress. The
two female victims reported being
assaulted by an unknown female and
male over a parking space.
11/18/04 - An employee of Standard
Parking reported to University Police
that a meter had been damaged in lot
47. There were several dents in the
metal case and the computer screen
was broken.
11/18/04 - A male employee of
Standard Parking reported damage to
an immobilized boot that was placed
on a vehicle located in lot 19 for unpaid
parking fines. Roaches Towing towed
the vehicle and criminal mischief charg
es are pending.
11/19/04 - Carolyn M. Griffin, 18, of
Bloomfield, NJ and Erica M. Slater, 18,
of Springfield, NJ, were both charged
with underage possession of alcohol
in Bohn Hall, and are awaiting a court
date in the Clifton Municipal Court.
11/13/04 - A male MSU resident report
ed the theft of money from his clothes
while in the Panzer Gym.
11/20/04 - A female MSU resident
reported the theft of a piece of cloth
ing from her room by a known female
individual.
11/20/04 - Two male MSU residents
were the victims of a theft. Each vic
tim gave known female money with a
promise from her of repayment. The
victims were each given a check that
they were unable to cash. The case is
under investigation.
11/22/04 - A male employee of MSU
reported the theft of textbooks from
his office in Dickson Hall.
11/22/04 - A male employee of MSU
reported the theft of his laptop com
puter from his office in Calcia Hall.
11/23/04 - A male MSU resident report
ed damage to several items in his room
by unknown individual(s).

Anyone w h o has information regarding th ese
incidents is urged to call the police station
from any cam pus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). Ail
calls are strictly confidential.
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MSU Campus Calendar
THURSDAY 2
7:30 p.m. - 9:40 p.m.
Play: The Skin o f Our Teeth
8 p.m.
CLUB: College Humor Comedy
Tour
FRIDAY 3

7 p.m.
World AIDS Day Concert

SGA Notes
- Mu Sigm a Upsilon w as
re-chartered for the 20042006 academ ic year

MONDAY 6

- Rhythm Nation Dance
w as given a c la ss III
charter

6 p.m.

Monday Night Football

- S G A endorsem ent of
the construction of a
health and counseling
center passed

TUESDAY 7

5 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Holidays Around The World
6 p.m.
Radio City Christmas
Spectacular Trip

Montclarion

8 p.m.

The Montclarion is
a freely distributed
newspaper providing
one copy per person.
Additional copies are

SPECTRUM»: Drag Show
9 p.m. -11:30 p.m.
Cosmic Bowling
SATURDAY 4

7:30 p.m. - 9:40 p.m.
Play: The Skin of Our Teeth
SUNDAY 5

2 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Play: The Skin of Our Teeth
10 p.m.
“Who Wants To Be A
Hundredaire?”

TRENTON - Launching one
of the state’s biggest highway
projects in more than a decade,
Acting Gov. Richard Codey
wants to widen 20 miles of the
New Jersey Turnpike.
The massive project, cover
ing an often congested stretch of
the Turnpike from Interchange
8A in Middlesex County to
Interchange 6 in Burlington
County could cost $1.2 billion.
Transportation activists
warn the Turnpike likely would
need a toll increase to pay for
the widening.

WEDNESDAY 8

¿Lp.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Career Development: Interview
Skills

$0.25 each.

Corrections

7:30 p.m.
OSAU/NAACP: KwanzaaFest
& Gospel Choir Extravaganza

The Montclarion willingly
corrects its factual errors. If
you think that we've made
a mistake in a story, please
call Editor-In-Chief Michael
McPhee at (973) 655-5230.

8 p.m.
La Unidad Latina: Cafe Con
Leche

LIVINGSTON - A Caldwell
College student donated her kid
ney to an anonymous recipient
Tuesday.
The surgery to remove one of
Rana Simunovich’s kidneys and
implant it in an ailing recipient
went according to plan.
Simunovich said she decided
to donate one of her healthy
kidneys after reading on the
Internet about the number of
New Jersey patients who need
transplants.

NEWARK - Serial killer nurse
Charles Cullen will plead guilty
in the coming weeks to the 1988
murder of a municipal court
judge who was a patient in the
bum unit at Saint Barnabas
Medical Center.
Cullen confirmed the murder
during a meeting yesterday at
the Essex County Prosecutor’s
Office in Newark.
Cullen, 44, already has
pleaded guilty to murdering
23 patients and attempting to
murder five others, by injecting
them with various medications.

ÂD Rates
On-campus
Full page — $168.00
Half Page — $105.00
Quarter Page — $53.00
Eighth Page — $32.00
Off-campus
Full page — $310.00
Half Page — $200.00
Quarter Page — $125.00
Eighth Page — $80.00
Classifieds
Up to 30 words — $10.00
Call 973-655-5237
For More Information .
Advertising Policy
The M ontclarion will not
print ads or the political view
points and opinions of a spe
cific group, or ads with excessive
nudity or with excessive depictions
of violence, according to local
standards.

Deadlines
The deadline to submit
advertisements to The
M ontclarion is the Monday
of the w eek of publication.

Billing
The M ontclarion is distributed
on Thursdays and invoices and
tearsheets are mailed the fol
lowing Monday. Tearsheets for
pre-paid ads must be requested.
Thirty (30) days are given for pay
ment after the insertion date, aftei
which a 15 percent finance charge
is levied. After sixty (60) days,
accounts are referred to an outside
collection.______________________ ■

NEWARK - Four people whose
bodies were found in a vacant
lot next to a Newark church
Friday morning were targeted
for execution and were not the
victims of a random crime,
police said Saturday.
The bodies of Kyhron Ward,
26; his brother, Jermeil Ward,
24; Camilo Reyes, 32; and
Carmen Estronza, 34, were
found Friday.
Police said each had been
shot in the head and the bodies
lined up next to one smother.
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HAYWARD, WISCONSIN A Minnesota man accused of
fatally shooting six deer hunt
ers in the woods of northern
Wisconsin appeared in a make
shift courtroom Tuesday, a day
after charges were filed.
Chai Vang, 36, was charged
with six counts of murder, each
carrying a life prison term, and
two counts of attempted mur
der. Wisconsin does not have a
death penalty.

KENT, WASHINGTON - A
man who placed a lava lamp on
a hot stovetop was killed when
it exploded and sent a shard of
glass into his heart.
Philip Quinn, 24, was found
dead in his trailer home Sunday
night by his parents.
After the lamp exploded,
Quinn apparently stumbled
into his bedroom, where he died
Sunday afternoon, authorities
said.
Police found no evidence of
drug or alcohol use.

International News
KIEV, UKRAINE - Ukraine’s
opposition has agreed to end its
blockade of government build
ings, and both sides agreed to
talk again after the Supreme
Court rules on allegations of
fraud in the presidential elec
tion.
President Leonid Kuchma
announced the agreement fol
lowing negotiations Wednesday
between the two sides in the
dispute, which has all but para
lyzed the former Soviet-bloc
nation.

WASHINGTON,D.C.- President
Bush sought to patch up rela
tions with Canada on Tuesday.
Bush’s trip to Canada’s captital marked the first official visit
by a US President in nearly 10
years.
Relations between the Bush
administration and Canada
got off to a rocky start when
Bush, as a new president, chose
Mexico instead of Canada as the
first country he’d visit. Trade
disputes and the war in Iraq
further soured the friendship.

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
- Saying he needs a break,
NAACP President Kweisi
Mfume announced Tuesday
that he’s stepping down as the
head of the nation’s oldest and
largest, civil rights group.
The organization’s legal
counsel, Dennis Hayes, will
serve as interim president while
a national search is conducted.
Mfume, 56, has been presi
dent of the NAACP since 1996.

COM PILED B Y LAU R EN LAMI

NAPLES, ITALY - A mob turf
war that has claimed more than
20 lives in the last month in the
Naples area has terrified the
city, prompting police to launch
an emergency security clampdown.
After six murders in 48 hours
over a late November weekend,
Interior Minister Giuseppe
Pisanu dispatched 325 extra
police to Naples, pledging to
respond to violence “blow for
blow.”

BELGRADE,SERBIAMONTENEGRO - Serbia’s proWestern President Boris Tadic
survived an apparent assas
sination attempt when a car
repeatedly tried to crash into
his motorcade.
The incident occurred late
Tuesday in Belgrade when a
black Audi “tried several times
to crash” into Tadic’s car but was
cut off by another vehicle from
Tadic’s security.
FALLUJA,- IRAQ - An Iraqi
detainee captured by Iraqi

security forces brought the mili
tary to a house in southeastern
Falluja that appears to have
beep used to torture hostages.
Intelligence experts are
trying to determine if a cage
inside is where British hostage
Kenneth Bigley was held.

www.themontclarion.org
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FRATERNITY
CONTINUED FROM R 1

athletic events, which place or may place
another person in danger of mental or bodily
injury.
“[The University] simply will not toler
ate this type of behavior,” said Pennington.
“However, we need to undertake a complete,
thorough and impartial investigation before
we can take any further action.”
Delta Chi President Bryan Lubliner, 21, of
Fair Lawn was one of the members charged
with hazing.
Lubliner said that the chapter was coop
erating with everyone [involved], including
the University and the fraternity’s interna
tional headquarters.
“We don’t condone hazing,” said Karl
Grindel, the national fraternity’s director of
chapter development in Iowa. Grindel and

Steve Bossart, the fraternity’s international
president, said that the chapter is cooperat
ing with the University.
University officials note that the frater
nity is chartered by the SGA, which is legally
responsible for its actions.
“Any action taken by the SGA will be done
in an even-handed and fair manner,” said
Jacob V. Hudnut, SGA president.
The Wildlife Management Area, managed
by the state Department of Environmental
Protections Division of Fish, Game and
Wildlife, is a feeding and nesting ground for
eagles and hawk during migration periods,
says the department’s website.
The Department of Environmental
Protections is also investigating the incident,
said police. The reservation’s regulations

include restricted hours between 9 p.m. and
5 a.m. in which no person, without the writ
ten consent from the Division of Fish, Game
and Wildlife.
The regulations also said that “no person
or persons shall consume or have in pos
session any intoxicating beverage or any
beverage containing alcohol while in any
land or water area under the control of the
Division.”
Delta Chi has a 15-year history at the
University and has 40 active members and
more than 120 alumni, says the organiza
tions’website.
“There is no plausible reason for anyone
to engage in that type of activity, and if indi
viduals are found responsible, the sanctions
will be severe,” said Pennington.

Greek Problem
Flashback
October 2002: Ì
■£ h i Àlpha P si Senate w as
dismaying inappropriate behav
ior during their Homecoming
w m gm

- The performance re-enacted
recognized national tragedies
leading to the injury of an
onlooker.
■*
p T jte University banned the
organization from the use of
cam pus property and facilities.

March 2002:
- Theta Xi w as suspended
for one year after a group of
pledge brothers were arrested
before completing their pledge
process.
- The pledges were arrested by
Cedar Grove police after steal
ing a street sign located just
down the block from the police
headquarters.

Steve Miller I The Montclarion
courtesy of NJ Division of Wildlife and Game

Nineteen members of Delta Chi were arrested last week near the hawk observation deck at
the Wildcat Ridge Wildlife Management Area. Rockaway Township police found the mem
bers near the reservation’s 75- to 100-foot drop.

Jose Acosta II, of Lamda Theta Phi, made
a motion to enter a closed session of the
Greek Council meeting yesterday to discuss
the suspension of Delta Chi.

- The president, piedgemaster
and brother responsible for
sending the pledges to steal the
sigh were suspended for the fail
academ ic sem ester.

No need to waste your precious time with shopping or
shipping. Just download eBobb's efiifts. Customized
poetry and prose, original eBooks, music. A unique
assortment of cheap. . . errr, inexpensive gift options
to give, or to keep for yourself .
Available at www.eBobb.com
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RHA
CONTINUED FROM R 1

Dominique Wilson I The Montclarion
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Dominique Wilson I The Montclarion

Director of Residence Life, Regina Sargent (left), attended the Residence Hall Association meeting in Bohn Hall in which RHA withdrew from the Office of Residence Life. With students
and staff members present, Sargent and the President of RHA Pierre Johnson discussed the pros and cons of a possible union of RHA and the SGA.

executive board discussed the positive and
negative aspects of a union with the SGA.
“It seems as though there are conflicts
of interest here and, in the midst of [those
conflicts], the concern for the students has
been lost,” said Leslie Macintosh, student
staff member of Residence Life.
“The recognition of the SGA gives the
RHA but a shield of protection,” Hudnut said.
That is a privilege that every student organi
zation at Montclair State University has.
The decision to secede from Residence
Life was “in the best interest of the students,”
Johnson said.
“[RHA] was never intended to be part of
the SGA,” said Sargent. “[Residence Life]

does not want to get into a power struggle
with the SGA.”
At the allusion to a power struggle
between two organizations, RHA secretary
Raquyyah Griffin said that the best way to
avoid competition was to join the SGA.
“How would you work with Residence Life
and those students without being associated
with them?” Sargent said. “[Residence Life]
is providing office space and funding for the
[organization].”
In response to Sargent’s statement,
Johnson said that she was concerned about
the executive board’s lack of control within
the organization.
“It is in our best interest to listen to what

Residence Life [advises] because they fund
our organization,” Johnson said. “We have no
budgetary control; we werè not informed of
what our budget is.”
Following thè meeting in which the orga
nization secedecftrom the Office of Residence
Life, Former Advisor to the RHA Sherlonda
Clarke, submitted a statement to the RHA
executive board.
The memorandum said the RHA that the
Office of Residence Life would be re-acquir
ing the 11th floor lobby that the organization
was permitted to use as their central office.
In what Hudnut said was a “hasty and
petty” action, the Office of Residence Life
requested th a t. all personal articles and

effects be removed from the office by the fol
lowing Monday.
“[The re-acquiring of the office] is a bla
tant act of spite on behalf of [the Office of
Residence Life], and by doing this you have
begun to dig the Office of Residence Life into
a hole,” Johnson said in an open letter to
Sargent.
“RHA’s choice [to secede from the Office
of Residence Life] does not mean they are
not interested in working with the [depart
ment],” Hudnut said.
A bill proposing the addition of the RHA
to the SGA will be voted on next Wednesday
evening.

Course Shortage Strik es MSU Departments
A d m in istra to rs a n d S tu d e n ts R e c o g n iz e L a c k o f N e e d e d C o u rse s in V arious A c a d e m ic D e p a rtm e n ts
Meaghan McCallum
S ta ff Writer

The number of problems over the lack
of available undergraduate courses has
increased for biology, political science and
music majors.
Students have communicated the course
shortage issue to the proper administration
and have requested additional courses that
will accommodate their schedule, Associate
Professor and Chair Scott Right said.
According to the Institutional Research
Semester Enrollment Reports, the freshman
student body grew from 2,370 enrolled fresh
men in 1999 to 3,000 enrolled freshmen in
2003, a 21 percent increase.

“The faculty members of the Biology and
Molecular Biology department are presently
all scheduled at their maximum contractual
teaching loads and none are presently able to
request a teaching assignment for additional
course sections,” said Right.
Problems in relation to the shortage of
major core biology classes for spring 2005
are being resolved by temporarily adding sec
tions to be taught by adjuncts, said Right.
The shortage in biology courses seems to
be the lack of faculty, while in other areas
students seem to have a concentrated inter
est in a few popular major electives, while
other less popular electives are still open,
said Right.
“The department sends us to the Dean

and they really don’t do anything to help
the students. The Dean advised the stu
dents to wait for someone to drop the class
or take it next semester. [The registration
for spring 2005 has been] hectic and unfor
tunate and miserable,” junior biology major
Saeed Shahidi said.

“The department sends
us to the Dean and they
really don’t do anything
to help you
Saeed Shahidi
Junior, Biology major
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Dr. Jared Sullivan
Obstetrics & Gynecology
1117 Route 46 East, Suite 202 (between
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“The shortage of major core courses are
relatively new due to a significant number
of new full-time freshmen this year,” Right
said.
Each department, however, is facing its
own ;version of the course shortage prob
lem at MSU. “We need more people in the
department,” Political Science Chair George
Zilbergeld said.
Currently, there’s an estimated 250 politi
cal science undergraduate majors in ratio to
six full-tim,e professors and seven adjuncts,
said Zilbergeld.
Each full-time professor in the political
science department is required by contract
to teach four classes a semester, except when
faculty is researching. The requirement then
drops to three courses, said Zilbergeld.

In the political science department, the
shortage is mainly affecting major electives,
as 90 percent of political science courses are
electives, Zilbergeld said. The political sci
ence department is rotating the offering of
the required electives on a regular basis, he
said.
The general hope is that over the duration
of the student’s undergraduate career, each
student will have the opportunity to take
the electives they are most interested in, said
Zilbergeld.
The political science department needs to
be “granted the ability to hire more people.
There is no other option,” said Zilbergeld.
“[We] try to take needs into account when
we set up the schedule, try to accommodate
the students as best we can,” he said.
The music department is also facing a
course shortage, though in a different way.
Over the past two years, the number of
undergraduate music majors has expanded
by 50 percent, Department Administrator of
Music Gina Balestracci said.
Five years ago, the department had half
as many students, and the department is
currently struggling to accommodate 300
music majors in only five or six classrooms,
said Balestracci.
“We don’t have any rehearsal space. Small
groups are literally practicing in the bath
room. They don’t have anywhere to go,”
junior music performance major Ratie Clores
said.
The music department is expecting to be
next in fine for renovations, after the comple
tion of the new academic building, but even
that depends on state funding, Balestracci
said.
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FIRE
CONTINUED FROM R 1

Ferrara said the fire extenguishers are
replaced as soon as he is made aware by the
RA or a member of his staff. He said that he
found out about the incident on Monday Nov.
8, when he returned to work and the extin
guishers were replaced that day.
“Thinking back to the Seton Hall fire, Fve
seen how tragic the outcome can be. It’s
alarming and terrifying to know that the

“It’s terrifying to know
that the fire extinguishers
were not replaced
immediately.”
W aleed M iqbel
Bohn Hall resident

fire extinguishers were not replaced imme
diately, said Waleed Miqbel, freshman Bohn
Hall resident. “If a fire had broken out, [resi
dents on the 10th floor] would have to wait for
someone to help us.”
Director of Residence Life Regina Sargent
said, “smoking is permitted in student rooms
by mutual consent [of roommates] excluding
non-smoking floors and wings.”
The New Jersey Uniform Fire Code, the
legislation governing MSU fire inspections,

said that it does not allow illegal cook
ing devices or candles in residence halls.
According to the National Fire Protection
Agency (NFPA), “candles and incense cause
12,000 residential fires per year.”
According to the MSU fire safety web
page, “obstruction of doorways and tamper
in g with fire safety or emergency equipment
is forbidden in the dorms.”
“Activating a false fire alarm will result
in prosecution, removal from housing and/or
suspension from the University and misuse
of fire safety-’equipment will be subject to
both criminal arrest and University judicial
action,” the Resident Handbook said.
“To maintain student safety first we
should address the issue of the students that
discharged the fire extinguishers on two
floors, not only did it cause the alarm to acti
vate, but it also caused damage to the alarm
system,” said Ferrara.
“Safety inspections are conducted on a
monthly basis by the Resident Assistants,”
said Sargent.
Bobby Ferrara, the MSU Fire Safety
Compliance Coordinator, conducts visual fire
safety inspections of all campus buildings on
an ongoing basis throughout the year, said
Kristie O’Neill, executive assistant for facili
ties management.
According to the MSU fire safety web
page, two fire drills per year are conducted.
One is announced, the other unannounced.
“When [fire safety] had tested the alarms

Cam pus Fire S a fe ty F a c ts

before, they had tested them for so long that
we pretty much ignored them most timessome days they wouldn’t stop going off for
half an hour,” said Peterson.
Underwriters Lab, Inc, an independent,
non-profit product-safety testing and certi
fication organization, reported on their web
site that there are between 1,500 and 1,800
resident hall fires annually. They also said
that college dormitories house people who are

“without parental control, smoke, cook on hot
plates and sometimes drink too much.”
The US Department ofHealth and Human
Services said on their website that more than
50 percent of adults killed by fires at college
campuses were under the influence of alcohol
when they died.
Drinking increases the risk of falling
asleep with a cigarette still burning said
Underwriters Lab, Inc.

An illegally discharged smoke detector in Bohn Hall led to the evacuation of the residence
hall on Nov 6. Residents waited outside as University Police investigated the situation.

PARKING
CONTINUED FROM R 1

- In the United S tates, there are - From 1999 - 2001, an estimore than 1,000 home structure mated 38 percent of dormifires reported each day.
tory and fraternity and sorority
fires started in a cooking area
- Alm ost half of all home fire
or kitchen. O f these fires, 22
deaths result from fires that
percent started in a bedroom
accounting for 60 percent of
start between 11 p.m . and 6
a.m .
injuries in these properties.
- About one-third of the people
injured in home fires were hurt
w hile trying to fight the fire
them selves. Roughly one-quar
ter were hurt while escaping.
- In 2001, there w ere an esti
mated 2,530 structure fires in
dormitories and fraternity and
sorority houses. Th ese fires
resulted in an estim ated six
deaths, 82 injuries, and $48.5
million in direct property dam 
age.

- Fire alarm tests are sched
uled at least two w eeks in
advance, with notices sent
to key occupants in those
buildings. Th e se persons are
responsible for informing the
rest of the building o ccu p an ts.
of the date and time of the test,
and that it is not n ecessary to
evacuate.
- A minimum of two fire drills
are conducted in all residence
halls per year. An announced
drill is held early in the fall
sem ester and an unannounced
drill is held during the spring
sem ester.

- The leading cau se of fire in
these types of occupancies w as
cooking. Th e second and third
leading ca u se s of dormitory and
- Th ere are over 2,000 fire
fraternity and sorority house
extinguishers on cam pus and
fires were intentional and open
all are tested once a year.
flam e or em bers, respectively.
- An annual average of 180
structure fires occurred in fra
ternity and sorority houses per
year between 1999 and 2001,
resulting in 2 deaths, 19 inju
rie s, and $3.2 million in direct
property dam ages

- Sprinkler system s are tested
annually during the sum m er
months and inspected quar
terly. All of the residence halls
are fully sprinkled, and som e
of the academ ic buildings have
spunkier system s^

All fads and statistics are courtesy of
MSU’s fire safety site,

most likely consist of “Spanish mission-style
architecture similar to the other structures
on campus,” said Doug Cooper.
According to Elaine Cooper, Director of
Transportation and Parking Services, the
cost for parking in the garage will not be
decided until the construction expenses are
determined.
Doug Cooper said that the NJ Transit
deck has not been used to its fullest capacity
as of right now.
The winter months and inclement weath
er will bring increased usage of the NJ
TRANSIT garage by students and commut
ers from the surrounding area because of its
covered deck and station feature, said Doug
Cooper.
This furthers the need for the University
to have its own parking structure on the
campus core.
“We have been making every effort to
encourage students to park in the NJ Transit
garage. We have worked with NJ Transit

to provide the MSU community with a 30
percent discount on pre-paid parking, we
have established an express shuttle route
to and from that garage to the campus core,
and we have worked with NJ Transit to cre
ate awareness of the parking option through
multi-media communications,” said Elajpe
Cooper.
There is a need for a new parking deck
because “prime real estate is taken up with
parking spaces and therefore structured
parking is the way to go,” said Doug Cooper.
The University has made several advanc
es to make the campus more pedestrian
friendly and the parking garage will “capi
talize on the new shuttle bus system and
reduce the number of vehicles competing
with pedestrians,” said Doug Cooper.
“I think the new parking deck will be an
improvement. However, the students will be
the ones to pay for it in the end,” said Mike
Rummel,” undeclared freshman.

Feeling Nosey?
L ik e to p la y 2 0 -q u e stio n s?

Write for The M ontclarioris
News section .
11 Call Jessicajat X 5 1 6 9 .or email Bsunews@yahoo.com

www.themontclarion.org
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Harvest Ball Celebrates African Life
OSAU’s Event Thrilled Spectators with Food, Dance and Vocal Performances
Jeremy Slagle
Interim Feature Editor

enturies ago, the autumn harvest
was a time of celebration. It brought
together family and community mem
bers as they worked to gather the food needed
for survival over the harsh winter months.
In parts of this world that rely on agricul
ture to survive, the autumn harvest is still
an important time of the year. The harvest
was recently celebrated at Montclair State
University by the Organization of Students
for African Unity (OSAU).
OSAU held their annual Harvest Ball on
Nov. 22 in the Student Center Ballrooms.
The first things one saw when walking
into the event were the colorful and vibrant
decorations on tables, chairs, and other areas
- the browns, oranges, yellows, reds, and
greens filled the room, giving the atmo
sphere that of a rural farm in the country.
The Harvest Ball didn’t get off to a good
start. The scheduled time for the start of
the event was 7 p.m. but audience members
didn’t show up until past 7:30 p.m.
“The one thing I wished I could have
changed would be to have people come on
time,” sophomore nutrition major and OSAU’s
Student Government Association legislative
representative Crystal Dodson said.
The events for the evening were artistic,
spiritual, and energetic. The dance troupe
performed in their traditional ethnic garb.
Their explosive moves and cultural dances
made it feel like the middle of an African
celebration. The ladies danced barefoot and
were very expressive in their body and arm

C

Dominique W ilson I The Montclarion

Members of the Hudson Repertory Dance Ensemble performed spiritual and cultural danc
es at the Harvest Ball.

movements.
The OSAU Gospel Choir performed
twice, first in the beginning and then at the
very end of the, event. The choir was made
up of 10 women and two men. They sang
songs reminiscent of a Sunday service at a
Baptist church.
The powerful sound from those dozen
voices shook the foundations of the
Ballrooms. At the end, each voice part split
and did a solo verse. To everyone’s surprise,

the two lone men sang with enough force to
be heard over the women.
A guest dance ensemble, the Hudson
Repertory Dance Ensemble also performed.
The group is composed of trained dancers
who perform to spiritual music. The con
centration and focus that each individual
dancer portrayed showed their talent and
commitment to their art. Junior dance major
and OSAU secretary Tomeka Burgess was
responsible for bringing the group to MSU.

She is also a member of the OSAU dance
troupe.
The nine dancers started one perfor
mance while sitting in chairs. Then, in
synchronized choreography, they executed
extremely emotional movements using just
their arms, legs, and heads. They then got
up and moved around from chair to chair,
never contacting one another and with per
fect focus.
They moved with such grace it nearly
appeared their bodies had become fluid. In
the middle of the dance they stopped, and
one by one started to emerge from their
paralyzed state. As focused as they started,
they ended, again in the chairs.
Another dance began with a solo male
dancer wearing a purple ensemble. He
was joined during the chorus by five other
members (four men and a woman), who wore
all white and held a piece of white fabric in
their hands. The five dancers in white posed
motionless during the verses of the song as a
solo dancer floated across the ballroom floor.
They drew a standing ovation after complet
ing their program.
In between the events, the most antici
pated part the Harvest Ball took place: the

“We need to form a
universal family. l a m a
strong believer in the old
quote that says ‘it takes a
village to raise a child*
Beth Diggs

AIDS Increases in Essex
World AIDS Day Remembers Prevention and Awareness
Cherilyn M. Sajorda
Managing Editor

staggering number and it’s up 3.5
percent from last year. Out of an
estimated 8.6 million people living in
the state of New Jersey, 46,664 suffer from
the Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
(AIDS). Essex county reports the highest
number of AIDS cases over any other county
with nearly 14,000 counts, according to New
Jersey Department of Health and Senior
Services’ annual AIDS/HIV Report.
Yesterday marked World AIDS Day,
where the Montclair State University
campus made note of it through inforJj
mation seminars held by organiza
tions, lectures by professors,safer
sex kits, and free HIV tests pro
vided by the Health and Wellness
Center.
The Human Immunodeficiency
Virus (HIV), the known cause of
the AIDS virus is one of the biggest
health crises in the world. Research
suggests HIV originated from a par
ticular species of chimpanzee and
crossed over through blood contact
A
that occurred during the hunting of
the animals, according to AIDS,
org. The virus has existed in
the United States, Haiti and
Africa since at least the late
70’s. It can be contracted
from one infected person
to another through blood,
semen, vaginal secretions
and breast milk.
The statistics speak for
i I
courtesy

A

themselves. In New Jersey, minorities
account for 75 percent of the HIV/AIDS
cases. Women account for 35 percent of the
population living with the virus. Four out
of every five of those females are minorities
- three out of four are between the ages of
20 to 49.
The best thing to do, suggests AIDS.org
is to get tested regularly. If you missed the
opportunity to schedule an appointment at
the Health and Wellness Center this week,
you can visit a testing center nearby (The
Specialized Testing Associated Physicians
Group is located on Claremont
Avenue in Montclair and
offers confidential HIV test
ing services).
Your privacy is always
respected - you have the
option of taking the test
either confidentially or
anonymously. An anony
mous test means your
name is never recorded
at the test site and no one
will ever have access to your
results. Confidential testing
may mean identifying your
self to the test site, with
their assurance that this
information will remain
private.
But knowing
when the appro
priate “window
period” or accu
rate time to get
tested, is also
key in receivof show .scot.nhs.uk
ing accurate

“In New Jersey,
minorities account for 75
percent of the HIV/AIDS
cases. Women account for
35 percent of the
population living with the
virus.»
results. According to the California Office of
AIDS, when a person is infected with HIV it
takes approximately 12 weeks (three months)
for antibodies to show, and in some cases it
may take up to six months.
The most common hindrance in individuals
getting tested for HIV is fear. Many fear pos
sible ‘positive’ results, and deny that they may
be at risk for the having the virus.
Practicing safer sex by using condoms,
being monogamous and educating yourself
about HIV and AIDS are the best methods to
preventing yourself from contracting the virus.
Getting tested regularly (at least every six
months if you are engaging in sexual activity
with more than three partners in a 12-month
time span) is the best prevention from spread
ing the disease to others.
Prevention and awareness are more than
just a day of the week on a nationally dubbed
“World AIDS day.” As the most staggeringspread disease across the globe, every day
is needed to learn the facts, help others and
yourself.

Associate Director of Educational Programs

dinner. The smells filled the room as dozens
of people lined up for the delicious food. The
home cooked menu included fried chicken,
corn on the cob, mashed potatoes, fresh
biscuits, and dirty rice with beans.
There was fresh gravy to accompany the
feast. Both the gravy and the rice had a
unique spicy taste to them. While the secret
ingredient couldn’t be identified, it pleased
everyone who was eating it.
At the Harvest Ball, there was a person
who performed, not by dance or song, but
by speech. Beth Diggs is the Associate
Director of Educational Programs at MSU.
Diggs spoke passionately during her
speech, “Reflecting on the Black Family.”
Her works moved the audience and her very
presence commanded their attention.
“We need more kinds of actions that will
create a sense of community,” Diggs said.
“We need to form a universal family. I am a
strong believer in the old quote that says ‘it
takes a village to raise a child.’”
She has a BA in Secondary Education,
an MA in Student Personnel Services
and is currently-a doctoral candidate in
Administration and Supervision for'Higher
Education. Before her current position, she
was an adjunct professor for teacher’s educa
tion and psychology for over 10 years.
Senior OSAU President Kendra Faison
ended the event stating her gratitude. “This
event is growing more and more each year
as more people come to share in our culture,”
she said.
The event Combined the diverse African
culture with the universal harvest. While
the performers connected spiritually with
the audience, there was a general feeling of
kinship in the air. The people were excited
and energetic during the entire Harvest
Ball. It was definitely an event that would
be remembered.
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Questions On Sexuality and Love
When Might Friends Be More Than Friends and How to Find Love in The Scene
I definitely like him.
Should I say some
thing, or do you
think that would
make things weird
between us if he's
not gay?
-J.R.-

This is a tricky
situation.
You
don’t want to mess
up the friendship
that you’ve already
established, but if
you are having feel
ings for this guy,
they are obviously
going to get in the
way of your friend
ship. You should
put out some general
feelers before being
blatantly honest.
There are subtle
ways to go about it.
See how he responds
to comments you
make about other
guys, and talk about
courtesy of unionoflove.com
issues within the
Finding a true love is something everyone dreams of. The hard part
gay community that
is finding him.
are really important
Dear G.M.,
to you. If he feels comfortable, he may have
I've been hanging out with this guy a lot no problems coming out to you - without you
lately, and I'm not sure if he's gay or not. having to directly ask him.
He knows that I am, and he seems to be
There is however, always a chance that
really comfortable with it, but he hasn't said he is not gay. If you tell him outright that
anything to me about himself being gay. you are interested in him, it may make him
He doesn't*really talk about girls ever, and.

Get Psyched Up

slightly uncomfortable if he doesn’t feel the
same.
He may think you are an awesome person
to hang out with, but he may not be inter
ested in you in the same way that you are
interested in him. So, although it may be the
simplest way to express what you are feeling,
it is a bit on the risky side.
There is always another option, and if you
are patient, it may very well work for you.
The second option is to continue to move
forward in your friendship, and see if he ini
tiates anything with you. I know this is time
consuming and may not seem like the best
option, but it may save you some discomfort.
You have to figure out which method is
best for you, but I would suggest going with
the subtle hints. It’s always risky when you
have to tell someone that you are interested
in them, and the possibility of rejection is
always there, but some will say if you never
risk, you never
win.
Dear G.M.,
I can't deal
with the club /
scene any more. I've been
going out for the past few week
ends, and it just really sucks. I
can't seem to meet anyone who is worth
while, and even if I did, it's so loud in
bars and clubs that I can't even hear them.
Where else could I go to meet guys if I don't
want to go to clubs?
-A.B.-

This is a dilemma that many people face.
Unless you are a serious player, most people

are out there looking for people who they can
actually have some kind of a relationship
with.
It doesn’t have to be the person you marry,
but it’s always nice to meet someone who you
have a lot in common with. Bars and clubs
are the ultimate mating ground for most 20something singles, and the experience is not
always pleasant.
You’re absolutely right. It seems silly to
stand around a bar or club with a drink in
your hand staring at someone who’s probably
never going to talk to you.
And then when someone actually gets
the nerve to initiate conversation, the music
is so loud that you just end up screaming at
each other. It’s very romantic indeed, and it
sets up a perfect atmosphere
_
for meeting someone special,
y
Not quite, but we all try any•
how.
The possibilities
are endless, really.
You can meet some
one anywhere if you
keep your options
open. Class seems
to be a good option.
You spend an entire
semester getting to
know your classmates’
views through conversa
tion. What’s the harm in
asking a classmate to get lunch or
go for a cup of coffee?
Some people say they’ve met a romantic
prospect in a supermarket or Barnes and
Noble. Who knows? It’s possible to strike up
SEE ‘ADVICE’ ON P.10

Step Exhibition

Positivity Creates Energetic Attitude
Dr. Rob Gilbert
Departm ent o f H PPERLS

ave you ever watched an NBA or
college basketball game? Have you
ever realized how many of these
games are determined in the last two min
utes? College is very similar.
Even though the semester started way
back in September, the month of December
is like the final two minutes of the game. In
many courses, if you want to end up with a
good grade, you have to do well in December.
You have to be psyched up for December.
Lisa Pendola, the secretary for the
Human Ecology Department, contributed
the following story. . .
A 92-year-old woman who had recently
lost her husband was moving into a nursing
home. After many hours of waiting patiently
in the lobby, she smiled sweetly when told
that her room was finally ready.
As she maneuvered her walker toward
the elevator, a social worker provided a
description of what her room would look
like.
“I love it already,” the elderly woman
said.
“Mrs. Smith, you haven’t even seen the
room yet!” the amused social worker said.
“That doesn’t have anything to do with
it,” Smith replied. “Happiness is something
you decide on ahead of time. Whether I like
my room or not doesn’t depend on how the
furniture is arranged. It depends upon how
I arrange my mind. I’ve already decided
that I love my room.”
This woman has mastered one of life’s
greatest formulas: E + R = 0 (“Event” plus
“Response” equals “Outcome”);.__________

H

In other words, it’s not what happens to
you, but how you respond to what happens to
you that really matters.
Earlier this semester, Ed Agresta, a great
motivational speaker, told a class about the
dreaded M.O.O.M.B.A. (My Only Obstacle
May Be Attitude) disease.
Don’t let your attitude ruin your perfor
mance in December. College is a continuous
series of problem-solving events. Right now,
you probably have a lot of assignments, proj-

“..it’s not what happens to
you, but how you respond
to what happens to you
that really matters.”
ects, exams, etc. to finish before the end of
this semester.
What’s your attitude going to be in the
“final two minutes?” Are you going to be
frustrated or fascinated? Are you going to
Dominique Wilson I The Montclarlon
be reactive or proactive? Are you going to be
apathetic or energetic?
A few weeks from now, when you first see
Members o f Groove Phi Groove, Social Fellowship Inc., performed during the Step
your grades for this semester, will you say:
Exhibition held in the Student Center Ballrooms on Tuesday Nov. 23. The Exhibition,
‘I’m glad I did’ or ‘I wish I had.’
sponsored by Swing Phi Swing, Social Fellowship Inc., featured performances by several
fraternities, sororities, and social fellowships, including Lambda Sigma Upsilon, Latin
Fraternity Inc. ‘Step’is a type o f dance involving no music, put together by the beats o f the
Do you need a little more motivation?
clapping, slapping, and stamping o f the dancers’arms and legs. The dance is rhythmic and
Call Dr. Gilbert’s Success H otline at (973)
usually done in synchronized choreography.
743-4690. Recorded messages are avail
able a t all tim es and new messages every
day a t 7:30 a.m.

www.ttiemontclarion.org

Miniature Human R elatives

ADVICE
CONTINUED FROM R 9

a conversation over Hemmingway or in the
cereal aisle.
Don’t underestimate the possibility of

Human Ancestors Found On Remote Indonesian Island
erer Richard “Bert” Roberts of Australia’s
University of Wollongong.
In the cave, scientists found evidence of
fire and “sophisticated stone tools” used for
the communal hunting of pygmy elephants,
which are about the size of a water buffalo.
“The Hobbit was nobody’s fool,” Roberts
said. “Given that Homo Fioresiensis is the
smallest human species ever discovered,
they out-punch every known human intel
lectually, pound for pound.”
In the past, researchers had figured that
humans had to have big brains to evolve, but
Hobbit makes them realize that “once you
get to a certain size brain in humans, size
doesn’t matter. Wiring [the way nerve cells
are connected] matters,” said Rick Potts,
the director of the human origins program
at the Smithsonian Institution’s Museum of
Natural History.
Scientists think Homo Fioresiensis was
wiped out- in a massive volcanic eruption
12.000 years ago that also killed off the
island’s pygmy elephants, said co-discoverer Peter Brown of the University of New
England.
The existence of Flores Man for at least
30.000 years adds a bizarre chapter to the
study of human evolution. “We have a gener
ally pretty good picture of what’s going on in
human evolution,” Potts said. “But in this
case, this is a surprising story of what can
happen to one of our cousins.”
Flores Man is smaller than its predeces
sor, Homo erectus. In the past, scientists
had known that other species of animals got
smaller on remote islands - when resources
are scarce, it’s better to be smaller - but
couldn’t show that it applied to humans.

Seth Borenstein
C ourtesy o f KRT Campus

meeting a member ofthe serving staff of many
different restaurants. Have no shame.
If the waiter is cute, slip him your number
along with the tip. Retail offers an amazing
amount of very attractive people. Talk to one
of the sales boys. You never know.
We all have friends, and they are a bot
tomless resource of potential. Blind dates
aren’t always the best option, but sometimes
you just have to trust your friends’ opinions.
This is cliche, but you often find the most
amazing people when you least expect it. So,
don’t stress about it. You’ll end up meeting
the right person eventually, but I can bet
you’re going to have to kiss a lot of frogs
before you find z. Right. Mr. Good fof Right
Now is always an appeasing option, so don’t
be so hard on yourself.

I'm here to answer your questions. If
yôu have a dilemma like the ones above,
I'm at your service. Just e-mail me at
Montfeature@yahoo.com with the title
'Attention G.M Grosso.' I look forward to
hearing from you.

— — — — —

miniature, long-lost relative of mod
ern humans has been discovered,
shaking up science’s view of how we
evolved on Earth.
Scientists, who unearthed her after i8,00Q
years, nicknamed her Hobbit, after the short
characters who starred in The Lord o f the
Rings.
She stood three feet tall with a brain
the size of a grapefruit. Yet she was smart
enough to use tools, boats, probably lan
guage, and likely hunted pygmy elephants.
She’s being called a strange new species of
human.
Scientists found Hobbit and six other
skeletons of this lost species on Flores, a
remote Indonesian island, according to a
study published Thursday in the scientific
journal Nature.
The discovery means that about 50,000
years ago, there were four species of
humans roaming the Earth at the same
time: Homo sapiens (us), Homo erectus,
Neanderthals and this new relative, called
Homo Fioresiensis (also called Flores Man).
The scientists who found the skeletons
last year in a cave on the island, about 375
miles east of Bali, named the 30-year-old
female Hobbit, the best of the six specimens,
after the diminutive Tolkien fantasy charac
ters.
She and her contemporaries weighed
about 55 pounds, had slightly longer arms
than modem humans, had thicker eyebrow
ridges than we do, sharply sloping foreheads
and not much of a chin, said co-discov

A

“The possibilities are
endless, really. You can
meet someone anywhere
if you keep your options
open.”

r
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“It is a clear indication that [humans] are
subject to the same biological processes as
all other mammals,” Brown said. “We are

“The Hobbit was nobody’s
fool.”
Richard Roberts
Professor, University of Wollongong

relatively intelligent tool makers, but apart
from that, we are not particularly special.”
Flores Man was an accidental discovery
that took a year to confirm.
“When we first unearthed the skeleton,
I was simultaneously gob smacked, puzzled
and amused!” Roberts said. “We had been
digging in the cave looking for the remains of
the earliest modern humans in Indonesia ...
so when we found the skeleton of a completely
new species of human, with so many primi
tive traits and that survived until so recently,
it really opened up a whole can of prehistoric
worms.”
“This is a side branch to the origin of
Homo 'sapiens... that wasn’t joined up in the
main story,” Potts said. “Bizarre.”
It’s possible that the modern and mini
humans met each other. But so far, older
remains of modem humans haven’t been
found on Flores, Roberts said. He thinks the
newly discovered species existed from 12,000
to 50,000 years ago. Modern humans were in
Australia and Asia about 40,000 years ago.
In Flores, so far the oldest modem-human
bones are 11,000 years old.
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At the General Union Meeting of American Federation of
Teachers Local 1904 representing faculty, professional
staff and librarians on November 10, 2004, the following
motions were passed. They came about as a result of the
Local’s concern over the bias crime which occurred in
Bohn Hall on October 16, 2004. That crime included
racist/anti-Semitic activities/symbols.
M OTION #1
The follow ing motion was passed at the
G eneral Union M eeting on Novem ber 10, 2004

To the Montclair State Community:
WHEREAS acts o f racist and anti-Semitic vandalism and hate speech have been
committed in our community;
WHEREAS intolerance, discriminatory behavior, and violence are antithetical to our
learning and caring community o f students, faculty, and staff;
WHEREAS perpetuating targeted racist, anti-Semitic, and discriminatory speech, which
are forms of violence, perverts academic freedom;
WHEREAS no one in our community should be subject to discrimination because of
their religion, race, gender, ethnicity, ability, language, sexual orientation, age,
nationality, or political beliefs;
THEREFORE, we the faculty, professional staff and librarians in American Federation of
Teachers Local 1904 in this community, strongly stand
•
•
•

against any manifestation o f racism, discrimination, incitation, and violence,
discursive and/or physical.
for respect, understanding, dialogue, and educative practices that further
democracy and justice.
and we stand together with those who foster a climate o f respect, understanding,
dialogue, and educative practices that further democracy and justice.

Furthermore, we applaud the efforts o f those in our community, including law
enforcement, who have acted effectively and efficiently to bring to justice those who
/ commit such crimes.

Motion #2
The following motion was passed at the
General Union Meeting on November 10,2004
The members of Local 1904 are disturbed by the apparent failure of the Montclair State
university administration to publicly report the facts about the anti-Semitic and racist
incident that occurred in Bohn Hall on our campus on October 16. We call on the
administration - should any similar incidents occur in the future - to operate openly and
to involve the entire community in more effectively in actions to protect the environment
of tolerance necessary to the educational mission of Montclair State University.

____

a r t s & ( f e tte g te ttB a e a t
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Student Performance Open A Grand Success
Theatre Department Opens New Play The Skin o f Our Teeth for Students’ Kasser Debut
Leo Dority
S ta ff Writer

hornton Wilder’s Pulitzer Prize-win
ning The Skin o f Our Teeth is play
ing this week in Montclair State
University’s new Alexander Kasser Theatre.
It will historically be the first student play in
Kasser and we could not be luckier than to
have the opportunity to partake in this semi
nal event. The production is brilliant.
Led by director Susan Kemer, the cast
and crew of Skin have been working fever
ishly for two months to bring Wilder’s play to
life. It could not have come at a better time.
As was the case during the play’s original
1942 production in New Havens Shubert
Theatre, our country is at war.
To say this play is about war, however, is
to minimize its reach; Skin examines human
ity itself But what motivates a merciless
study of human life if not war?
Skin follows the Antrobus family and their
sultry maid Sabina through three wildly dif
ferent acts.
Mr. Antrobus, inventor of the wheel and
the alphabet, heads the household, while
Mrs. Antrobus works hard to keep the chil
dren, Gladys and Henry, morally upright.
Sabina seems more bent on causing problems
than keeping up the house.
Julie Crisante, a junior BA theatre major,
shines as Mrs. Antrobus. Her performance
of the play’s wife is dynamic yet poised.
Crisante is able to keep Mrs. Antrobus’ moral
composure and scruples in the often dizzying,
chaotic world of the play. Jon Hoche, a junior
BFA acting major, is well matched with
Crisante.
He commands the attention of the other
characters, as well as the audience. The

T

courtesy of M ichael Allen

The cast of The Skin of Our Teeth (from left to right, Malachy Orozco, Colleen Finnegan, Julie Crisante, Gla McGlone) eagerly await their
gifts from the man of the house Mr. Antrobus (Jon Hoche).

strength of his performance is one of the
threads holding this massive play together.
“There is nothing at face value in this
play,” Hoche said concerning Mr. Antrobus’s
deceptively gripping speech at the play’s cli
max.
The performances of the Antrobus chil
dren are captivating as well. The charismatic
Colleen Finnegan, a junior BFA acting major,
captures the exuberance of Gladys.
There are some daring moments for her
that would best be kept secret before viewing
the play, but it is always her bold talent that
impresses the audience and brings this char

courtesy of M ichael Allen

Mrs. Antrobus (Julie Chrisante, right) and Sabina (Gia McGlone) left are in charge of the

household.'1 :

/ / ,V -V / / » V « V 'A V » V \ y

i ■„_______ _________ ______ . . . . _________ _

acter to life so vividly. Her glowing presence
is a gift to the audience.
Malachy Orozco, a senior BFA acting
major, plays Henry with great intensity.
“I felt like it’s the kind of role I was bom
to play,” Orozco said of his stunning incanta
tion.
. The often mischievous, though perhaps
more often misunderstood, Henry confronts
his father in a stunningly archetypal third
act, but it is perhaps Henry’s more subtle
moments during which Orozco is most capti
vating.
Gia McGlone, a senior BFA acting major,
fights up the stage through Sabina (another
character whose more shocking moments
must be seen to be believed).
Ever-present, however, is the stage man
ager, waiting to keep Sabina’s straying from
the script in check.
There is a natural dynamic between
McGlone and Rob McClure, the senior BA
theatre major who plays the stage manager.
“It feels like each act is its own show,”
McClure said of the play’s structure. He and
McGlone make up the second, perhaps less
obvious, couple holding the play together.
There are other glorious moments in the
show. Ariel Frenkel, freshman BFA acting
major, and Dean Maroulakos, sophomore
BFA acting major, recite Hebrew and Greek,
respectively, with moving command.
Many of the funniest moments given by
the large ensemble delight and surprise the
audience at the same time.
Director Kemer has lead the production
with a spirit of discovery. Her passion for
theatre is evident and she knows how to get
what she needs from her actors, while giving
them room to get to know their characters
and bring them to fife.
Her vision of this play is remarkable and
poignant in a way that must be experienced
first hand.
Not only is the acting at a high level - the
technical inventiveness of the set, sound,
and fights create an awe-inspiring night in
Kasser. Kemer’s spirit is evident in the pro
duction.
“[Kemer] did a greatjob on a huge_ show"

said Assistant Director Leanne Weiss.
One would be remiss to not mention the
unsung heroes of this production - the many
student and faculty technicians who have,
in some cases, actually fallen asleep in the

“Resident Professor Jay
Wiese designed the
elaborate set, but it was
not an easy transition for
the technicians, as they
were all working in a
brand new environment
in Kasser Theatre.”

theatre so as not to stray too far from their
work. The tech work started in room 125 in
Life Hall, where rehearsal for Skin began.
Resident Professor Jay Wiese designed
the elaborate set, but it was not an easy
transition for the technicians, as they were
all working in a brand hew environment in
Kasser Theatre.
They made the transition successfully,
however, and must be credited for their dedi
cation and ingenuity.
“[We] have put in more hours than [we]
needed to,” said Laura Cafasso, a junior BA
in theatre studies and an assistant stage
manager for the show. “[We] really want this
show to work.”
The last day to see The Skin o f Our Teeth
is this Sunday, Dec. 5. For students, the
tickets are at no extra charge, included in the
tuition arts fee.
Tonight’s showing will have its own spe
cial surprise, one of the few that should be
mentioned now - Thornton Wilder’s nephew,
Tappy Wilder, will come to see the perfor
mance and lead a discussion about his late
uhcle’i tvorhaffer the show.
>
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Hip-Hop History Caught On Film
Michael T. Martin
A ssista n t A rts and Entertainm ent Editor

ust one year ago, Jay-Z became the
first rapper to sell out Madison Square
Garden with solo billing. But that
accomplisment wasn’t enough for the man
also known as Hova; he had to sell it out in
one day. Then, he invited a huge cast of hiphop and R&B artists for one night, and they
all showed up! How many rappers could
assemble more than a dozen of their big-name
past collaborators for a concert? Not many.
But then again, Jay-Z is no ordinary rapper.
He has proven to be perhaps the most prolific
rapper of the last decade, having released six
albums since his 1996 debut, Reasonable
Doubt. It is fitting - and fortunate for hip-hop
fans - that he brought along the cameras to
catch this once-in-a-lifetime experience for the
documentary, Fade to Black. Patrick Paulson
and Michael John Warren are credited as the
directors.
Jay-Z opens the documentary with a voice
over, telling the audience that they are going
to witness the unfolding of a success story.
In Jay-Z’s case, this means growing up in
the Marcy Projects of Brooklyn to become a
platinum-selling rapper, selling out the most
famous arena in the world (as he puts it, he
“went from Marcy to Madison Square”). From
there, the audience sees not only the momen
tous concert, but also snippets of the making
of his final album, 2003’s The Black Album.
The film builds anticipation right away as
the night’s guests enter the arena’s backstage.
There’s Ghostface Killah, Common, Mary J.
Blige, and more. Upon her arrival, Missy
Elliot comments on the Garden’s tight securi
ty, saying, “it’s like Saddam Hussein is trying
to get up in here.”
After an introduction from boxing
announcer Michael Buffer, Jay-Z makes his
entrance. Sporting a blazer and Biggie Smalls
T-shirt, Jay-Z says, “allow me to introduce
myself” as he launches into his “Public Service
Announcement.” Jay-Z’s energy is off-thecharts as he rocks and raps, backed by a
band that includes The Roots’ Ahmir “?uestlove” Thompson on drums. Thankfully, Jay-Z
doesn’t settle for just one DJ playing tracks,
but shoots for maximum potential. It is clear

J

that Jay-Z knows this is
his time to shine.
After being joined by
fellow Rocafella label
mates Memphis Bleek
and Beanie Sigel for “Big
Pimpin,” Jay-Z brings
out Elliot for “Is That Yo’
Chick?” There is a sur
prising reunion with Foxy
Brown when they perform
their desecratioii of the
Four Tops’ classic, “Aint
No Woman Like the One
I Got.” Jay-Z also appears
with R. Kelly in an under
whelming selection from
their pre-beef Best o f Both
Worlds album.
One part of the film
that had the theatre audi
ence whispering was when
Jay-Z’s girlfriend, Beyonce,
joined him for her hit,
“Crazy in Love.” Despite
her talent, she prances
around the stage in a gold
sequined outfit, looking
like the head cheerleader
just happy to be dating
courtesy of zlcllne.com
the high-school quarter- Jay-Z’s success led him to do what many rappers have not
back. She sings two more dared to try ' hold a solo concert at Madison Square Garden.
hits while Jay-Z does his
Jay-Z’s reaction shows that he is moved by
first of a handful of costume changes.
Spliced throughout the film, in no par her passion. Not to be outdone, his intensity
ticular sequence, are scenes of the making always matches hers.
One highlight of the film was a moment of
of The Black Album. In one scene, producer
Timbaland sits, eating bananas and a gallon true spontaneity. The DJ began to play “Mo’
of water and dancing to the beats he has cre Money Mo’ Problems” by the Notorious B.I.G.
ated for Jay-Z to choose from. After a stretch and the audience immediately begins reciting
of rejects, Jay-Z finally settles on the beat the lyrics with, a fiery passion, the camera
that would compose the recent hit, “Dirt off catching each individual’s expression of the
Your Shoulder.” Watching this, it could seem racially diverse audience. It’s like the sum
like Jay-Z just has his success handed to him mer of ’97 all over again! The DJ suddenly
by the hottest producers; however, the audi stops the record and the crowd keeps on
ence learns that Jay-Z doesn’t come to the rapping. The sight is a powerful testament
studio with prewritten rhymes - after choos to the rising popularity of hip-hop music, of
ing his favorite beat, he gets inspired and which Jay-Z has become a leading figure.
In “Dirt offYour Shoulder” from The Black
spontaneously starts rapping, never writing
anything down. Later, the film grants a rare Album, Jay-Z raps, “I’m like a young Marvin
look into the mysterious Rick Rubin’s studio in his hey.” This comparison to the late R&B
legend Marvin Gaye has always seemed a
as he writes “99 Problems” with Jay-Z.
Back on stage, Blige joins Jay-Z on curious boast; surely, Jay-Z is more popular
their 1996 collaboration, “Can’t Knock the today than Gaye was during his lifetime.
Hustle.” However, it is their seemingly If there was any doubt about Jay-Z’s main
impromptu rendition of 200l ’s soulful “Song stream success, this film is proof that he is a
Cry” that provides the emotional highlight bonefide superstar.
of the night. Blige aids the live rendition
SEE ‘JAY-Z’ ON P. 14
in surpassing the recorded version - even
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The Return of The Charismatic Bridget Jones
Renée Zellwager’s Quirky Bridget Has a New Lover in Her Life This Time Around
Kristen Carlson
A ssista n t Feature Editor

to cover herself with a bed sheet in front of
Mark as she tries to get dressed in the morn
ing. When he asks her what she is doing, she
explains that she is dressing under the sheet
so he doesn’t see her “wob
bly bits.’ Many women
have, at one time
or another,
a tte m p t
ed the
‘bed

o you think your love life is compli
cated? Are you a girl who has ever
felt insecure about her relationship?
Are you a guy who is forever wondering what
the right words to say are and what to do to
get the girl?
Then Bridget Jones’ Diary: The Edge o f
Reason, is the movie sequel to go see this
holiday season.
Directed by Beeban Kidron, we pick up
with Bridget’s life about four weeks after the
last movie ended.
If you haven’t seen the first movie, it isn’t

D

every woman’s breath away the moment
that he enters the plot - until he speaks, and
makes us want to rip his head off It is cer
tainly a shame how true to life Daniel is: the
sexiest man alive with a nasty mouth
and the cruelest of inten
tions. He is the worst
kind of man; one
who cannot be
trusted, and
Bridget
is
well
aware.
■ t- ! - '

JAY-Z
CONTINUED FROM R 1 3

“...[Bridget’s] not the
average romantic
comedy’s main character.
She isn’t tall and skinny;
she is quite clumsy and
cringingly inappropriate
at times...”
courtesy of yahoo.com

Oscar-winner Renée Zellweger reprises her role as "Bridget Jones” for the success
ful book series-turned-movie.

very difficult to catch up - this movie is not
about retrospection. Since the last movie
ended rather happily, you might begin watch
ing this and wonder what could possibly go
wrong.
Renée Zellweger is always appealing,
even with the extra pounds, and she turns
Bridget’s character into one who speaks to
a part of every woman, whether or not they
want to admit it. She is a hopeless romantic
simply elated to be with her one true love,
human rights lawyer Mark Darcy (Colin
Firth).
The first half hour of the movie may bring
about a certain gag-factor, especially to audi
ence members who are single and hating
the lovesick couple and cheesy background
music.
At certain parts, though, you can’t help
but; grin at the cutesy things that Bridget
says and does, because most of us have been
there at some point in time.
One example is Bridget’s clumsy attempt

However, he does have a way with manipu
lating people with his charms, and he stops
at nothing to get what he wants, in this case
Bridget. The reason why the audience falls
in love with Bridget is because she’s not the
average romantic comedy’s main character.
She isn’t tall and skinny, she is quite clumsy
and cringingly inappropriate at times - just
like most women are at some point in time.
Bridget is every woman, and if she can get
through the most embarrassing and mortify
ing events, it gives us hope that we can do
the same. Throw in a rather awkward manon-man fight, a drug smuggling scandal, a
ski-trip gone horribly wrong, a transvestite
prostitute, omelettes made with “magic mush
rooms,’ and you have a ridiculously funny
romantic comedy that tugs at your heart
strings and brings hope into an otherwise
loveless outlook on life.

sheet toga’ in order to hide their bodies from
their significant others. Mark, because he is
the perfect man, assures her that he loves
her “wobbly bits” and insists upon “having
another look.” Aw.
But, every movie must have its villain,
and who fills that role in this otherwise
happy story? There are actually a couple of
them.
The first is a young and gorgeous woman
who works with Mark and threatens Bridget’s
happiness as she continually watches them
get closer.
Interestingly, Bridget’s insecurities and
her abilities as a wonderful girlfriend may be
the film’s real antagonist and the demise to
her romantic joy.
She suspects (under substantial and
believable evidence) that Mark is cheating
on her and breaks it off Enter our greatest,
most gorgeous villain - Daniel Cleaver (Hugh
Grant).
Young, tan, and handsome, Grant takes

Yet the film itself isn’t a cohesive
documentary, there really isn’t any rhyme or
reason (no puns intended) to the placement
of the studio sessions and, as Jay-Z promises
in the film’s opening, the audience doesn’t
get any insight into his journey from Marcy
to the Garden. It is the kind of half-baked
production that is best suited for DVD. But
that doesn’t mean it couldn’t be one hell of a
DVD. Despite the big-name supporting cast,
Jay-Z’s presence is felt throughout the film.
Fade to Black is not an outstanding cinematic
achievement but the spectacle of the concert
itself and the in-studio footage me enough to
make it worthwhile.
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Bridget (Renée Zellweger, center) is caught between Daniel (Hugh Grant, right) and (Mark
Colin firth ,'le ft).'.'.
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Once again almost on cue* it seems, another Montclair State
University fraternity has been suspended and is facing severe
consequences for what are, in essence, juvenile misdemeanor
charges.
As of right now, the Delta Chi fraternity has been suspended
indefinitely, but when considering the suspensions of fraternities
Phi Alpha Psi (their “offensive” homecoming display two years
ago) and Theta Xi (scavenger hunt involving the theft b l streetj
signs), in all likelihood, Delta Chi will pay dearly for last week’s
incident.
As the lead-in for its ten o’ clock news Tuesday night, The WB
referred to the incident as a “frat hazing horror,” which of course, j
is not entirely accurate. But nevertheless, the actions of Delta Chi
easily fit the definitions of hazing as MSU has established time
and time again.
True, no pledges were burned at the stake; no one was hu rt I
and no one died, but at the same, the members of the fraternity
knew that what they were doing was in direct violation of MSU
policy, and didn’t consider the consequences of their actions.
Should the suspension be upheld, Delta Chi will be barred from
participating in campus events, and wifi lose the privilege to
legally pledge students.
This is another black eye for Greek life here on this, campus, |

A dvisor
Laura Federico
A d v e rtisin g D irecto r
K evin Sch w o e b el

“...in all likelihood, Delta Chi will
pay dearly for last week’s incident.”
which goes to great lengths to be taken seriously by the school
I administration. The actions of one fraternity are not reflective
of all fraternities and sororities, but if Greek life is to continue at
MSU, organizations must exercise better judgement and, at the
very least, be more discreet in regards to their activities.
Hazing trill continue on the part of fraternities and sororities,
if for no other reason than thé simplé fact that, college students
will be college students.
However, while it’s one thing to have a good time amongst
friends, it’s quite another to endanger the future of one’s orga
nization, which Delta Chi has done in the last week. The reper
cussions are uncertain at this time for both the fraternity and
Greek life in general; but perhaps it would be wiser if all those
concerned began to think about their actions in the grand impact
of things, being conscious of the consequences if and when acting
irresponsibly.
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Republicans Lower Ethics Standards
Tom Delay Deserves Dismissal after Accumulating Record of Deceit and Corruption
Tom Delay has served the citizens of
Texas for 18 years and he has just been
re-elected to serve his 10th term. He is
known in the House of
Representatives as “The
Hammer,” a nickname
given to him because
of the vindictive politics
he employs to keep the
House in line.
' As leader of the
House he has set the
MICHAEL C.
bar
for the most ethics
MCPHEE
violations of any other
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
----------------------- member of Congress.
This is a congressman that has abused his
power not once, but several times and refuses
to admit any wrongdoing.
On Nov. 17, the Republican members
of Congress lowered the standards for the
members of their leadership. The rule was
adopted in 1993 by the Republican caucus
to highlight ethical lapses of the Democratic
Party. Current members have decided to
scrap the rule because of the threat that their

leader, Tom “The Hammer ” Delay might be Texas campaign finance laws, used the major
indicted because of the illegal campaign fund ity in the state legislature to redraw congres
funneling of which he had a central role.
sional districts leading to the election of an
Texas law bars corporate campaign additional five Republicans from Texas.
contributions in state campaigning. Delay
Delay calls the attacks on him from
decided he just didn’t like the way that Congressman Bell “partisan attacks and the
worked; he wanted to be able to ask all politics of personal destruction.”
his corporate buddies to help him win the
This is from the man who was the driving
Texas Legislature so that they could redraw force behind the Clinton impeachment scandal.
the congressional districts - thus giving the Nevermind the fact that the prosecutor investi
Republicans five more seats in the House.
gating Congressman Delay, Ron Earle, is well
Delay actively sought money for his politi known for his investigations into Democrats
cal action committee TRMPAC (Texans throughout Texas. He has investigated 12
for a Republican Majority Political Action Democrats and only five Republicans.
Committee), that fought for a Republican
The House Ethics committee is a non-par
majority in the state legislature. Delay asked tisan body made up of five democrats and five
an Enron executive to donate $250,000 in republicans. The decision to cite him for viola
corporate and personal funds of the execu tions was made by the committee unanimously,
tives, reportedly. TRMPAC would then take not just by the Democrats.
the funds and donate them to Republicans
I am sure that Delay was surprised that
running for the state legislature, a direct his Republican buddies didn’t vote against the
violation of Texas campaign finance laws.
citations; he did after all donate money to the
Congressman Chris Bell brought a com campaigns of four out of the five members. In
plaint to the House Committee on Ethics in fact, Delay has donated money through his
which he argued that Delay, in violation of > political action committees to 75 members of

the House, and he is in charge of all com
mittee assignments and chairmanships.
Republicans have decided that now
they are in the majority it is time for them
to reap the benefits.
Now that they have the numbers, they
can pass the bills they want without con
cerning Democrats. Delay has said repeat
edly that Democrats in the House are
“irrelevant.”
Tom Delay should step down from his
position as leader, and the Republican
members of Congress should demand it.
The GOP once claimed to be the party of
integrity and faith - yet they don’t demand
so from the leader of the American House.
Change is necessary and appropriate.

M ichael C. M cPhee, a political scien ce major,
is in h is first year a s Editor-in-Chief for The
Montdarion: < > ■
<
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OPINION

Q u e s tio n o f
The W eek
In light off Aids Awareness
week, do you have plans to
get tested for STDs?

MARK TASKO
Year: Sophmore
Major: Economics
and Finance

“l do plan on being
tented m the near
| lui tu ( Ik' l mse the
i iik of w-qiuring an STD is higher
even- u-,ir"

_

4* ♦

_

RASHMI
CHHETRI
5

Year: Senior
Major: Economics
and Finance

“No. Because I know
I don't have any.”

JOE WALLACE
Year: Sophomore
Major: Music
Education

“Tin’ next time I'm
at the doctor’s for a
check-up I am getting tested."

ALLAN
MARZOUKA
Y e a r Sophomore
Major: Justice
Studies

“Yes, mostly because
I’m going to set an example and start a
trend. People who doni got tested prob
ably have an STD already.”

ANGEL CREWS
Year: Freshman
Major: Pyschology

“Yes, I will, because
1 1 don't want to walk
around unaware of a nckrie-is 1 could
have It’s good to get tested it you are
sexually active.”

EUGENE GREY
Year: Senior
Major: Dietetics

“Yes 1 do, lor I want to
bt certain that 1 do not
I h a lf the viru- so when
I get married, and
plan to lia\ e kids, 1 will be able to do so ’

ERIC C. STILL
Year: Senior
Major: Humanities

"I've been tested
already by my doctor
■ and I feel it’s some
thing everyone should have done at 1( ast
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Cravin’ For the Colonel
C o m m e rc ia l F o o d V e n d in g W o u ld B e n e f it S tu d e n ts , B e n e f it M S U
I make the journey everyday - either to
Freeman, the Ratt, or occasionally Blanton.
As I approach, I always find myself yearning
for more. Nothing really looks enticing.
The potatoes are usually a little too bland;
the soup is a bit too salty and overall there
seems to be a feeling that you’re not getting
the type of cuisine that
your one or more swipes
is meant to pay for.
Now I ask, is it
too much to crave the
Colonel’s eleven herbs
and spices; too much
to ask for “two all beef
patties, special sauce,
VIGNESH
lettuce, cheese all on a
ASOKAN
sesame seed bun?”
ASSISTANT
I wonder why, if I am
OPINION EDITOR
entitled to eat unhealthy
food, why I can’t eat something that is
quite tasty rather than submit myself to the
tasteless grease that is the Montclair State
University dining service experience?
But never fear, dear readers, I have come
with a solution to the problem of horrible
campus cuisine: get sponsorships from fast
food companies. I would love to see a KFC

or Taco Bell express rather than any of the
Sodexho garbage that we have now.
Now, I really can’t blame Sodexho for
lacking culinary delights. Honestly, what
can you expect from the major food service
provider of many of the prisons found in the
U.S.? When you compare university stu
dents to the many upstanding citizens that
are found in our nation’s prison system, I
guess we deserve the same food.
The administration failed to capitalize on
something that would have been beneficial
for both the students and the school; by hav
ing a sponsorship with a fast food chain, the
school gets to market a brand that students
are familiar with and more likely to go to.
This then brings revenue into the school.
But instead, our school chose to go into a
contractual agreement with Sodexho, which
prohibits any other competition from provid
ing food for the campus.
This essentially only hurts the students
of MSU because there will never be anything
to stop the monopoly that is Sodexho on this
campus (their contract, signed two years ago,
has another seven remaining on it). Almost
everything that is consumed on campus is
owned or operated by Sodexho.

With companies such as KFC and Taco
Bell, the prices are fairly constant across the
tri-state area. As students, we wouldn’t feel
that we were paying more for food that we
would feel should have a better quality than
it does.
In addition, I believe it would create a
better campus because whenever I feel that I
have had a satisfying meal, I am quite happy
for the rest of the day.
If this is true for the rest of the campus,
then I think that it is safe to say that if we
can convince the administration to add these
fine havens of fast food, there would be a
sweeping change in morale for the better.
We don’t necessarily have to get rid of
Sodexho; maybe there are some of those out
there that enjoy prison food. But for the rest
of us, let us have options that would delight
our palette. For without options, we are only
slaves to our provider.

Vignesh Asokan, a philosophy/English major, is
in h is first year a s A ssista n t Opinion Editor for
The Montclarion.

Montclarion Mailbag
Dear Montclarion,
students and is terribly unorganized.
Dear Montclarion,
I am outraged of the treatment of P ark in g
All students should make sure they get
After reading the article “Renovations
Services toward the students. As a resident clear documentations of their payments so Planned for Panzer Gym Facilities,” I was
of The Village I had parked my car in a they do not fall victim to the carelessness of not surprised by the information provid
metered spot and when I tried to pay, the Parking Services.
ed. The article provided a brief history of
meter was broken and would not accept
Panzer’s construction, and the few additions
money. I, like other residents, had left their Marissa Walvick
it has had since that first construction. It
cars parked in this area.
Music Education
highlighted Panzer’s poor current conditions
The meter was broken for a couple of Junior
and said the MSU administration is on its
weeks. One Friday morning at 6:44 a.m.
way to re-constructing a better Panzer.
Parking Services decided to fix the meters, Dear Montclarion,
It was mentioned in the article that
resulting in ticketing all the people who were
In the Nov. 18 issue of The Montclarion everything needs upgrading: the floors, the
parked there for not paying, when they had there was an article about the determina work-out equipment, the gym lighting, etc.
no way to pay.
tion needed to be successful in college. Dr. Upgrading and adjustments are, supposedly,
Looking at the ticket, I thought it was Gilbert made reference that college is an a number one concern that the MSU admin
unfair not having warning that the meters uphill battle juxtaposing the feelings of a istration “...has always anticipated and rec
were now in working order, but I paid it typical college student with the necessity to ognized the need for...”
anyway knowing I probably shouldn’t have do one’s best.
If this is so, then why have we not had any
parked there in the first place. I paid the
Dr. Gilbert mentions in his article a man upgrades to the facilities since the addition
ticket promptly that day.
who completed the New York City Marathon of the pool in 1967 and an elevator in 2001?
At parking services I spoke with an on crutches because of his determination. I The pool is great, but does an elevator help
employee who inattentively took my parking also have lived with a handicap of my leg and the MSU athletes who are trying to improve
ticket and my $20 payment and gave me a like to think I share this same determina their performance? The answer is no. Panzer
small receipt with $20 written on it in pen. tion. ,Bebpuse of this I have entered one of was constructed in the late 1950’s and the
A month later I get an e-mail from Parking the most demanding fields at Montclair State administration, who anticipates adjustments,
Services saying I have not paid the park- ’ - athletic training.
has done one thing for us. One!
ing ticket from that incident. I immediateljg| L Unfortunately, a number of students
I feel the administration is blowing smoke.
called Parking Services explaining the e- ¡recently have dropped out, of this program for They state that the new recreation center
mail I received and that I hinl paid. and the Mgariety of reasons. This is the main reason is tdf Jçdm construction in the summer of
person I spoke to replied*
* vonr J |§ | Gilbert’s article struck so close to home! 2005, hat it is also stated in the article that
question?”
for me and probably other athletic training construction will not begin until the new
It appeared they had no recorC of
hipiiL students as well.'
academic building is complete. Even though
and if I brought in my receipt they would
Wliile some studentshadverycompeUing everything in Panzer must be upgraded, the
have taken the hold off, but unfortunately I I reason' to leave the program, others simply administration is unsure of its plans. Does
had lost the little 2 by 2 piece of paper that did not wa at to handle the workload and time anyone else see the problems here?
had no date, no citation number, just $20 j constraints. College is a unique experience to
For your next article on Panzer recon
written. I paid the additional >2(1 tin t Miov
as possible. But it is also struction, you should write about how the
had lost. This time I wasn’t so stupid, -for I n time to bear down and pursue your goals. administration is composing false state
made sure they documented it and had them | | j | been-fortunate (contrary to my parent’s ments and proclamations that make them
sign a paper saying I paid. For a peraon whiff i P B n P 'fe experience
» o k like they’re trying to help the students
follows the rules and made the payment in a school settings,-and I consider myself lucky at Montclair. In reality, the administration
prompt manner, I feel cheated.
that I truly do understand the necessary has done nothing for the student body since
However, I thank Parking Services for motivation Dr. Gilbert made reference to in 1967, and will probably continue down thenshowing me how naive and ignorant I was. I his article.
path of apathy and laziness.
now know, even if you hand the organization
the money, there is no guarantee the estab JeffBasilicato
Gerard Friedman
lishment will have record of your transac Freshman
Sophomore
tion. I will always keep my receipts from now Athletic Training
Athletic Training
on. Parking Services has no consideration for
The Montclarion M ailbag Policy
• All letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 500 words will-sot be considered for publication. • Once
received, letters are property of The M ontclarion and may be edited for length, content and libel. • Letters will not be printed unless they include the author's

Question or the ItacA oatwnns are news
exp ressed by the stu d en ts o f M ontclair State
University a id are not n e c e ssi rily (he vu * s
o t The Mcn.cianor'

name, major, last four digits of SSN and phone number or e-mail address. • Only one letter by an author will be printed each month. ».Submission deadline:
Monday,. 10:00 p.m. • Letters may be submitted through e-mail to MontOpinion@yahoo.com or sent to The Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor, Mont, cjajr.St^O piyersity,^!.^Student.Cepter^np^Uppei: lyio.njfc^jr; NjI 0 7 0 4 ^ o . ,
-.
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PAUL

BY BILLY O'KEEFE

VOU REBEL AGAINST
A U VOUR PROFESSORS
OR JUST THIS GUV?
SO

w w w .them ontclarion.org
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NO, OUST THIS GUV.

HE TEACHES NOTHING
-y AND HE'S A JERK7.,

ONLV ONE WAV
TO FfND OUT//

Peace Girl

by Martin Cizmar

A lo t o f people have
Y ou can’t really blame
Still, I have complete
them:
Every
day
seem
s
Ip
becom e pessimistic about
faith that there is
end in si
more violence!
big the Palestinian-^
Israeli conflict!!

After a ll, scientists predict
the sun w ill bum out in a
mere five billon years.

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Felt regret
5 Tax letters
8 Sheep farmer’s
tools
14 Pellon’stwin
peak
15 Agile deer
16 Lurch and
swerve
17 Raze
19 Actress
Plummer
20 Reunion group
21 Dinghy movers
23 Auditory organ
24 Verifies
dimensions
28 Ceremonial act
29 Dental
malocclusions
30 Passenger
31 Wheel on a
rotating shaft
32 Poems of
exaltation
33 Actor Duryea
34 “A Separate
Peace” author
36 Subtle signalers
40 “__Girl Friday”
41 Actor Parker
42 Stooge name
43 Savory jelly
46 Tranquilizing
48 Ticket datum
49 Chews
50 Used chairs
51 Oven glove
52 Go on snow
53 Call for
55 Morally corrupt
place
60 Wall bracket
61 Grow older
62 Author Ferber
63 Dispatcher
64 Laver of tennis
65 Caesar’s date
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14
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4

17

5
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18
20

■
"
27

24 25 26

31

■
35

34
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*
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32

■

40
43 44 45
48

■
■”
54

50
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■
49

60
63
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33
■
36

■
30

■
28
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■
46
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47
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55 56

57 58 59

■„
64

•

62
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65
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2

12 13

,,

29

7 Gentlemen from
Madrid
8 Wound marks
9 Bad actors
10 Period
11 Virgil’s epic
12 Estimate a new
age
13 Trapper
18 Wicked
22 Dem. candidate
of the ’50s
24 Hard _ Cafe
25 Hunter or
Connell
26 Interoffice
epistle
27 Shoshone tribe
members
DOWN
28 Ice expanse
Nonsense!
30 Plunders
Manipulate
33 Let go
Continental
35 Tiniest bit
NASA equivalent 36 Whipping scar
Closer to black
37 Give off
Cromwell’s
38 Lead a nomadic
nickname
life
Horizontal lineup 39 Visualizes

.##'

9
7

11/04/04

Solutions

1 11

s 3 a f a 0 « « 3 a N3 s
V Na 3 3 9 v 3 ONO 0 s
1 O0 d S s 3 2
1v 1 N3
IAI i V S
1 >1 S ■
s 3 i V 0 11 s V M i V 3 S
3 A i 1 Vw1 V0 0 i d S V
AI■ S s 3 d S 1 H
3 O1
S y 3 * N 1 M s 3' 1 M o N X
N V a s 3 a O■ H V 9
H3 a 1y S 3 1 i 9 y 3 AO
31 i y s 3 y ns V3 N 3 y
y V 3 s y Vo N 1»
V a N V 1AI v NMO a y V 3 i
N3 3 y V 3 3 OH v S S 0
s y V3H S Sy ' a 3ny

■
1 a

41 Dragster, e.g.
43 Take stock of
44 Spirit-raising
occasion?
45 WWII general
46 Hipster
47 Taiwan’s capital
J

49 Bannister or Coe
51 Rodent pests
54 In addition
56 T problem?
57 Peculiar
58 Inseparable
59
_______ Vegas
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COMICS

T a u ru s ^
No more procrastinating. You've pul loo much
work into this semester. Get to work and fin
ish what you ve stai Ud. Pul! yourself Uigetbei
and rowpU-t«- the «omoiter well
09 - 45 - 19

i G e m in i ß
/May 21- June 20)
An old fi ime. is in town and looking to store
You ir,usi resist They've potion around since
you've last hem togethei and this linn they
bnr.g along some unwanted gifts
11 - 25 - 5U

«48C a n c e r S.
■finn- 21 July 211
Non 1» the time to donate >our -n’rvices Sign
up to vuiuiiiRpr for charitable events .uid con
vince some friends to come along 'Hie gill of
Kit ini ih i=o lewnnJng ,tnd so very needed.
3 5 -1 7 - 2 1

* Leo &

{July 22 - August 21)
ftaik down fui m> on«1 People ..re attempting
to mt imuhiip von Relv or. yom rnrifideni «■and
stem! your ground Hon dare they' Just who
■lo they think they me9
0 8 -1 2 -3 1

m V ir g o m
“Omigosh, Bob! I warned you and warned
you about those 3D kill games!”

«U S,

t’s OK, n u rse... I used to be a magician.”

SLIMBONE

srMIKEMAYDAK

1Auciift 22 - .September 211
A spatial gift awaits you- A special item has
caught your eye Don't lkink people havt-nt
routed - you're lucky to have people who aitwilling lti get it for you
2 2 -1 4 -4 4
'
* 1 1
I

J

M Lib ra

22 - October 22)
The burden you carrv is too heavy lor you
alone to bear. You must Iig h t^:;^ u rite a d
before you have a breakdown. Take it easy!
It s okay lo ask for In In *
. ,
,

I MBÜBBi

'M S c o r p io ■=€
It’s tìnte for “finder’s keepers.” jjpty attention
to tour surroundings, especially the floor
Soon. yttB will encounter lots of cash there for
29 - 48-94 M i l M i i i B l B M i m M l

® S a g it t a r iu s &

th e Fam ily Monster by Josh Shalek
1 tried

d id n t Wh'eve^ \)W} vouYe. in cW qfc
of nntm siers. I f 5 ufi
to you -ft N\4e ft\ew

d k.
- iT k y
in our Wbfqr4

4P 1

m

JSl ¡Li

[

f

1
B•

I

F

1-b W c| \t> ignore you
^)Wv\ you teej) iaWÜM
. on Y»or m im * t
-------- - if -------

. Jf

www.joshshalek.com, kid_shay@joshshalek.com

m

B

^4 ^

A re you an artist or cartoonist?
III
■Send your
cartoons
to the
Montclarion!

■ I Email: H |
MontProduction
©yahoo.com

.November 22 Uecrmbri 20*
Youi holiday liei iJ a long one. ->o hand it
uut to all your friends and relatives AH A I
Many gifts await vuu as wvl! «s mail} erivioi
stun-« Its, :m1 >oni hm11 that you get
you ask for.
02 13 - 48

C a p ric o rn **
Dcci-mw-r 21 January 19»
Don I be afraid lo show what you're fi-eli
Kmation* can help to make very powe
stateinents, ones that would he difficult utile
wire to express Ilon'l hold these teelingh
3 0 -1 7 -1 2
flj

A q u a r iu s *h
¡■January 20 - rchruury 17j
Victory lx yours Problems »'ill soon lie
diManL meiiiones duet let things hai
as they are Do not dwell on past peine
rather think of present fortunes
10-40-20

P is c e s
/February 18 - March 19)
Be bi ave, a journey awaits you. Along t he w,j
vuii w ill encounter both new friends arul e:
mi«--», but bi-ing able to distinguish one
the other will be a difficult task Good luck
55 - 02 -1 5
|

H A r ie s *4
(March 20 - April 10)

Don't argue with people over petty piobln
in verbal combat but juflt let it go. There are
plenty of other productive things you can do.

H ” ** I .

www.themontciarion.org
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A t your campus bookstore we wo-k d.iuctly with your professors to ensure we only order the exact books they plan on using
Buy youi books somewhere else and you may or n-ay not get what you're really after Ann at rfollett.com you can oret-r youi
books online and pit» them up in store, so theie's no waiting or snipping to pay So if you're locKmg for a deal, now you know

w h e re to l o o k / ' -

I

\V .- ’

8

‘ ■
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Your campus bookstore has the right book j j
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FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE - FALL SEMESTER 2004
December 14-20
Evening/Weekend/and Off-Campus
Undergraduate and Graduate Courses

Day Undergraduate and Graduate Courses

Tuesday - December 14
For Classes with First or Only Meeting 9n T or F at 08:30am
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on T or F at 10:00am
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on T or F at 11:30am
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on T or F at 01:00pm
Wednesday - December 15
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on Wat 08:30am
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on Wat 10:00am
For Classes with First'or Only Meeting on Wat 11:30am
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on W at 01:00pm

08:30am-10:30am
10:45am-l 2:45pm
01:00pm-03:00pm
03:15pm-05:I5pm

08:30am-10:30am
10:45am-12:45pm
01:00pm-03:00pm
03:15pm-05:15pm

Thursday - December 16
For Classes Meeting on MR or TR at 07:00am 07:00am-09:00am
For Classes Meeting on MW at 07:00am 09:15am-11:15am
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on M or Rat 02:30pm 01:00pm-03:00pm
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on M or Rat 04:00pm 03:15pm-05:1 5pm
Friday - December 17
For Classes Meeting on TF or WF at 07:00am 07:00am-09:00am
For Classes with first or only Meeting on T or F at 02:30pm 01:00pm-03:00pm
For Classes with first or only Meeting on T or F at 04:00pm 03:15pm-05:15pm
Monday - December 20
-For Classes with First or Only Meeting on M or R at 08:30am 08:30am-10:30am
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on M or R at 10:00am 10:45am-12:45pm
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on M or R at 11:30am 01:00pm-03:00pm
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on M or R at 01:00pm 03:15pm-05:l 5pm

Tuesday - December 14
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Tuesday at 05:30pm 05:30pm-07:30pm •
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Tuesday at 08:15pm 08:15pm-10:15pm
Wednesday - December 15
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Wednesday at 05:30pm 05:30pm-07:30pm
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Wednesday at 08:15pm 08:15pm-10:15pm
Thursday- December 16
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Thursday at 05:30pm 05:30pm-07:30pm
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Thursday at 08:15pm 08:15pm-I0:15pm
Friday - December 17
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Friday at 05:30pm 05:30pm-07:30pm
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Friday at 08:30pm O8:30pm-IO:3Opm
Saturday - December 18 .
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Saturday at 08:00am 08:00am-10:00am
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Saturday at 11:00am 1l:00am-01:00pm
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Saturday at 02:00pm 02:00pm-04:00pm
Sunday - December 19
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Sunday at 08:00am 08:00am-I0:00am
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Sunday at 11:00am 11:00am-01:00pm
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Sunday at 02:00pm 02:00pm-04:00pm
Monday - December 20
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Monday at 05:30pm 05:30pm-07:30pm
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Monday at 08:15pm 08:15pm-l 0:15pm
0700pm Courses
For classes with first or only meeting M,T,W,R at 07:00pm 07:45pm-09:45pm
On regularly scheduled meeting day

Examination Notes:
1. All examinations are to be held in the regularly assigned classroom. In courses where more than one room is involved, the location of the exam will be the
same as the first room of a series (e.g., a course meeting WF in different rooms will have the exam in the W room).
2. Courses which have a start time other than those listed above should follow the exam schedule for the preceding class start time (e.g. a course beginning at
9:30am will follow the exam period for courses with a first or only meeting at 8:30am; a course beginning at 12:OOpm will follow the exam period for
courses with a first or only meeting at 11 :30am). Faculty involved in teaching courses on a "To Be Arranged" basis and who require an exam room are asked
to make arrangements for a specific time and room. Please call the Office of the Registrar at ext. 7100 prior to November 15.
3. Students with a time conflict in their exam schedule should immediately notify each faculty member involved and make arrangements to reschedule one of
the exams.

POLICY ON FINAL EXAMINATIONS.
1. All final examinations must be given during the regularly scheduled examination periods. The Schedule of Courses lists days and times of final examinations for each class period.
2. No final examination may be given during the last week of classes before the examination period.
3. If no formal examination is scheduled, the class must meet for one hour during the scheduled final examination time for a class evaluation session.
Thus, all classes are required to meet during the examination period.
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Child Care Wanted
G reat job fo r m ature college student!
M ontclair fam ily seeks aftercare fo r
tw o school-age boys. Responsibilities
include assistance w ith hom ework, test
prep, and driving children to activities.
Must be profficient in English gram
mar, M ath, and Reading. Also, must
have valid license. We o ffer competi
tive salary and benefits. Please contact
Kathy Bias at (973) 568-7117

Family living near Brookdale Park
seeks babysitter fo r sweet 1 year old
boy. W eeknight evenings, one after
noon a w eek and occasional Saturday
evenings. Experience and references
required. If interested and qualified,
please call (973) 338-1146

Seeking a responsible, reliable baby
sitter fo r our 6-month old baby girl,
Monday through Friday from 12:00
noon to 6:00 pm. W e are located in
Clifton, NJ. Salary is negotiable. Please
contact Cam ille or Robert Johanning
at (973) 253-7974 to schedule an inter
view. References are required!
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Positions Available Immediately J
*
for Ma4 Scientists.
*

J

*********

A p i o W RJTE?

J

* Mad Scienceof North Central Newjersey *
* is currently looking for sttkjenis to work *
*1*4 hours a week teaching science classes*
i to kl4s. Excellent pay-including training!! t
*

PoV ou:

i

£
*
£

*love Working with children?
* Have full-time access to a car?
* Ha« an outgoing personality^

£
*
J

S m o NTCLAKJON

* if you answered yes to these gucstions, %
*
give usa cal! at (973) 244-1880
*
*
and set upan interview.
*
*

*

**********************

W t 'K E L O O K I N C F O f s :

wpjieiu,

PT experienced Babysiter w ith DL
wanted in Montclair, m ainly fo r threeyear old tw ins. Up to 25 hours/week.
Some light housekeeping. Please call
(973) 783-9678

AN ASSISTANT Ft AT UIkttDITOk.

lB B I '
AN ASSITANT SPORTS EDITOR^

Part-time w ork, Great pay, flexible
schedule, sales/services, all ages 18+,
conditions apply, 973-256-5839

Fairfield office has part-time positions
fo r responsible individuals. Duties
include verifying resumes, handling
sensitive data and light office clerical.
Flexible hours, can schedule around
classes. Contact Jon (973) 798-6070

Miscellaneo!!
Spring Break 2005. Travel w ith STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator to
Jam aica, Cancún, Acapulco, Bahamas
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus
reps. Call fo r discounts. Information/Reservations 1-800-648-4849.
w w w .ststra ve I.com

IN T£M iT£D ???
Travel Free & Be VIP

ÉMAIL: MONTMANA0 ING@yAHOO.COM
0 RECALL: (973) 655.5282

l.8 8 8 .S n r iiiy B re a k
w w w s liiit f t iilc it v no m

$450 Group Fundraiser. Scheduling
Bonus. 4 hours o f your group's tim e
PLUS our free (yes, free) fundraising
solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2000 in
earnings fo r your group. Call TODAY
fo r a $450 bonus when you schedule
your non-sales fundraiser w ith CampusFundraiser. Contact CampusFundraiser, (888) 923-3238, or visit w w w .
campusfundraiser.com

Planning a W edding? The W estmount
Country Club, West Paterson, (973)
256-2700 has an opening on Saturday
night, June 4, 2004, due to a cancella
tion.

Female Students- Furnished room
available now to share, across the
street from campus. 390/month,
utilities included. Cable and internet
available. Good chance to live close to
MSU. Call (973) 778-1504

mtvi I
wtÉs €x$>%ri
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The Sports Guy
Who is the Most Valuable Player of T he Fall Sports Season?
With so many notable performances this
past fall season, picking the MVP is about as
tough as over-cooked steak. Have no worries
sportlings, The Sports Guy is on the job.
The Sports Guy says that you could make
a case for Ryan Morgan of the men’s soccer
team. Morgan led his team in goals, assists,
and he dwarfed his teammates point total.
His mark of 25 was 15 points higher than
his closest competition, Mike Hogan, and Bill
Anthes.
The Sports Guy says that Morgan is eas
ily the MVP of the men’s soccer team this
year, but his goals, assists, and'points are
all down from last season. Although he put
up good numbers this year, his team failed
to improve upon last season, and The Sports
Guy doesn’t think that it’s worth him getting
the MVP; he just gets an honorable mention.
The Sports Guy says that the volleyball
team enjoyed a bit more success than they
are used to. With a losing record over the
past four seasons, advancing to the second
round of th e conference tournament is the
equivalent of Sideshow Bob finally killing
Bart. They definitely have something to
be excited about, and much of their suc
cess is due not only to the superb play of
Tiffany Aciz, but also to the talented Elyse
Grywalski.
The Sports Guy would be quicker to dub
Grywalski as the team MVP than Aciz,
although she was the only player to be named
to the all-conference team, and she finished

just six kills shy of the school record. This
is because kills were not such a rarity for
the Red Hawks this season. Although
Aciz led the team with 380 kills, her
sister, Heather, wasn’t far behind
with 327 and Asia Livingston
had over 200.
Grywalski however
finished fourth in the
conference in assists,
and her mark of 772,
was 658 assists higher
than the closest com
petition on her team.
She had more assists,
than the entire team
combined, and to
The Sports Guy,
that is worth an
MVP nomination.
However, Grywalski
only racked up 24
kills, and her team
finished the sea
son 8-24. There
will be no MVPs
coming from a losing
team.
Steve Armstrong, of
the Red Hawk football
team, had at least six
more touchdowns than anyone on his team,
earned over 700 yards receiving, and was
pretty much the team’s top offensive player.

He certainly makes a strong case. But The
Sports Guy says a 4-4 record is so average,
and is a far cry from last season’s
9-2 record. The Sports Guy
says that the Red Hawk foot
ball team was mediocre with
Armstrong, and they could
have been just as mediocre
without him.
The Sports Guy
says that the MVP
must be from the
women’s
soc
cer team. They
advanced
the
furthest of all
the fall sports
teams, and had
to battle through
such adversity
this year; how
could the MVP
not come from
there?
T h e
Sports Guy says it’s
a toss up between
senior
forward
Stephanie Sabaliauskas, and
goalkeeper Kristen Kuhmann.
Sabaliauskas carried the major
ity of the team’s scoring load this
year, including a stretch where she scored
seven goals in three games.
But the more The Sports Guy examines

it, the more he realizes that this decision is
about as close as Don King’s haircut, not very
close at all. Kuhmann not only led one of the
most impressive defenses that The Sports
Guy has ever seen, she. earned 10 shutouts,
and was fights out towards the end of the
season.
It may be true that without Sabaliauskas,
they would not have made the playoffs, but
without their goalkeeper they may have been
below .500 this season. It’s not even close:
Kristen Kuhmann is the MVP of the Fall
season.
The Sports Guy gave up giving nick
names a long time ago, but there is one that
has to stick like gravy. Stephanie “Machine”
Machin who, under the tutelage of new Head
Coach, Beth O’Boyle, may be unstoppable
this season. Last year her game was inside
the paint; this season she’s added a mid
range jump shot to her game, and power to
her drive. Come mid-season, no one will be
able to guard her one on one! She’s too fast
for forwards and centers, too tall and strong
for guards, and her game is becoming too
complete for anyoneJ;o be able to get a beat
on her. With the defense that the Red Hawk
women’s basketball team has been playing,
and the double team that the “machine” will
be drawing, The Sports Guy says that this
season is bound to be a good one. The only
thing anyone can do to stop Machin, is foul
her, and pray that she misses. Until next
time, this is The Sports Guy.

The Sp orts Guy is a fictitious character created by Jose Ortiz. The Sports Guy is intended to be humorous, not offensive.

Now It Comes
With a ustof
Ingredients.

Who Should 0

TEACH f

Seeking to change careers and teach?
Trying to get teacher certification?
Want to teach M ath, Science, or Special Education?
Committed to working in an urban school setting?
The New Jersey Consortium for Urban Education (NJCUE) is a partnership
between Montclair State, Kean, New Jersey City, and William Paterson
Universities and the Newark, Paterson and Jersey City School Districts.

This alternate route program provides you with:
• Tuition-free graduate credits
• Eight week summer preparation program
• $2,000 Summer stipend for student teaching
• Intensive year long-mentoring
• Guaranteed employment upon successful completion of the program

Applicants must have:
• BA or BS in Math for Math certification; BA or BS in Natural or Physical
Science or Engineering for certification in the areas of Biology,

What's inyour tap water besides water?
A short newreport fromyourwatersupplierwii
tei you where yourwatercomes from, whafs in
it, and howsafe it is. Lookfa the repotin your
mal, and raid it. Because when I comes to
understandingyourdrinkingwater, the most
important ingredient isyou.
Drinking Water. Know WH&fs In rr For You.

Chem istry or Physics; or a BA in Liberal Arts for certification in
Special Education. (MS, JD , PhD and other advanced degrees
may apply)
• A 3.0 grade point average
• Passing PRAXIS II score
For more information, please visit our

L

I M O N T C L A IR

Rf
STATE
( j j^ | U N I V E R S I T Y
«H3FW

website: www.montclair.edu/njcue;

t0 aPP'yvisit:
http://chapin.montclair.edu/njcue.html;
or call 973-655-7264.
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Lesson Time For Eli NFC Just Second Best
Rob MacKerchar

Pete DeFelice
S ta ff Writer

The task couldn’t have been harder for
young Eli Manning. Just his second career
NFL start, and his next dragon to slay would
be the Philadelphia Eagles. The Eagles came
into the game 9-1, one win away from clinch
ing the NFC East division title for the fourth
straight year. The Giants, however, were in
a completely different situation. They went
into Sunday 5-5 and were desperately need
ing a win to keep their playoff hopes alive.
The game started out not too badly for the
Giants. The defense was able to maintain
their composure for the first half, allow
ing the Eagles only a touchdown, run in by
Donovan McNabb. The Giants offense was
able to get two field goals, both times getting
into the red zone, but unable to convert the
TD. Manning was able to beat the rush and
only got sacked once the entire first half.
Manning also had two bombs to Jamaar
Taylor along with a 30-yard pass to Jeremy
Shockey. \ Manning’s only downfall in the
game was that he couldn’t complete a touch
down pass. After the second huge pass of the
game, to Taylor, the Giants had the football
first and goal at the Eagles three-yard line.
Manning went for the famous Shockey lob
pass at the sideline, but threw the ball too
short and what would have been a touch
down turned into an interception.
The one thing that can’t be helped is
Manning’s lack of experience in the NFL.
Plays like he made to Shockey or throws on
one foot going backwards that ended up as
interceptions are all a part of the learning
process for young Manning. He is eating the

horrible losses along with the rest of us, and
he is only growing stronger with every hitter
loss. Giants’ fans are already starting to lose
faith in the investment of Manning, but that
is illogical thinking. One can’t throw out
the future because of a lousy present. Kurt
Warner wasn’t getting us to the playoffs any
quicker, losing to both the Cardinals and the
Bears. However, I feel when Manning does
find his edge, he will be a respectable chal
lenge for any team.
The Giants lost this one big, but it was
expected, which means their playoff hopes
aren’t completely shot. The Giants will play
the Washington Redskins this week, and
I believe Manning will get his first NFL
win. They need to win four of their last
five games, with Dallas and Cincinnati still
ahead. If the Giants can beat the Redskins,
Cowboys, and Bengals, along with an upset
over the Ravens, they will be in the playoffs.
My prediction this week is the Giants over
the Redskins 17-13.

S ta ff Writer

With the Philadelphia Eagles clinching
their division this week and Atlanta only
a game or two away from doing the same,
it has become obvious that the NFC is a
weaker conference. There are analysts all
over TV who are saying that the Broncos
must win this week in San Diego just to
keep their hopes of a division title alive;
Denver’s record is 7-4! That’s a better record
than the NFC West-leading Seahawks. The
AFC has a combined record of 95-81; the
NFC’s combined record is 81-95. In head to
head matchups, the AFC has a 32-18 record
against their NFC counterparts. The AFC
sports two of the three 10-game winners; the
NFC sports the only 10-game loser. It’s obvi
ous that the AFC is far stronger overall.
With the playoffs coming up quickly, the
AFC postseason picture is still fuzzy. New
England and Pittsburgh are virtually a lock
to make the playoffs, but their division titles
are still up for grabs. The Jets are only two

Standings

Pete

Rob .

2 4 -1 8

3 0 -1 2

games back on the Patriots, and the Ravens
are only three games behind the Steelers.
Most would expect the Eagles or Atlanta
to make a Super Bowl run, but no one can
honestly guess who will represent the AFC
on Super Bowl Sunday. - Pittsburgh, New
England, and Indianapolis could all find
themselves playoffs for the Lombardi trophy;
let’s not count out the Broncos, Chargers, and
Ravens, either. The AFC Wildcard race looks
to be a tight one, while it’s almost a lock in
the NFC.
Minnesota or Green Bay will take one
wildcard spot, and the Rams will most likely
take the other. Mathematically, everyone
but the 49ers are still in the hunt, so that
last spot may come down to whoever has the
easiest schedule over the next five games.
It’s no fluke that the Eagles have made
it to the last three NFC Championship
games; the NFC is just a weaker confer
ence. Ultimately, though, what matters
is the Super Bowl, and over the last six or
seven years, we’ve seen a momentum shift.
The NFC owned the Super Bowl in the 80’s
and 90’s, winning 13 straight over the AFC.
However, since John Elway won his first
Super Bowl in 1998, the AFC has bested the
NFC in five of seven Super Bowls. One of
those NFC wins (the 2000 Super Bowl) came
down to a single yard. This year looks to
perpetuate this power shift. The Pats and
Steelers continue to roll, and no one seems
to be able to stop Peyton Manning. It would
appear as though an NFC Championship is
about all the Eagles, Packers, Vikings, and
Falcons canJiope for. The great thing about
the NFL, though, is how unpredictable it can
be. If a team gets hot, there’s no telling how
far they’ll go.
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EDISON, NEW Jl ERSEY

3 weeks of Concentrated Courses
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• V is it o u r w e b s it e f o r c o u r s e offerings
A N D e a s y r e g is t r a t io n rnf®rriation.

Registration is ongoing.
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Class Schedule — M o s t classes meet
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D eFelice’s P icks

M acKerchar’s P icks

W eek 13

W eek 13

Texans over Jets

E agles over Packers

B engals over R avens
P atriot over B row ns

R avens over B engals
P atriots over Brow ns

Lions over C ards
C olts over T itans

L ions over C ards
C olts over Titans"

V ikings over B ears

V ikin gs over B ears

B ills over D olphins

B ills over D olphins

Falcons over Bucs

Falcons over B ucs

Ram s over N iners
Panthers over Saints
R aiders over C hiefs

R am s over N iners
Saints over Panthers

C hargers Over Broncos

C hargers over B roncos

G iants over R edskins
Steelers over Jags

Upset Pick
Packers over E agles

M onday Night
Seahaw ks over Cowboys

C hiefs over R aiders
R edskins over G iants
Steelers over Jags

Upset Pick
Texans over Jets

Monday Night

(\\

Seahaw ks over Cow boys

MSU Top Ten Seniors
Jose Ortiz
S p o rts Editor

Aciz led the Red Hawks in total kills, attacks,
and attacking percentage. She was third on
10. Andrew Macho (Soccer): The men’s soc the team with 40 serving aces and her 3.14
cer team finished with 14 wins this year, and kills/game average was good enough for
as the team’s only senior, Macho scored three sixth highest in the conference.
goals.
4. Veronica Rodriguez (Tennis): With a 109. Mary Lou Rios (Tenuis): With a 6-10 6 record, and an 8-4 mark in dual matches
overall record, and a 5-7 mark in dual compe to lead all players on this year’s team. This
tition,. Rios was. able to post the team’s third _ came following a season where Rodriguez
highest-winning percentage.
won only seven games.
8. Chris Becker (Football): The team cap
tain, ahd starting tight end, Becker scored
three touchdowns this season, which was
good enough for second best on the Red Hawk
football team.
7. Lisa Smicklo (Field Hockgy): The field
hockey team finished in third place this
season while only scoring 85 points, which
was less than half the points of top-ranked
TCNJ, and near the bottom of the confer
ence. Without the superb defense of the Red
Hawks, led by team captain, Smicklo, their
12-win season would have just been a pipe
dream.

3. Erin Balint (Field Hockey): Balint, the
team captain was second to Jennifer Tanis
in total points this season with 15. She
scored six goals and two assists in an offen
sive shortage this season for the field hockey
team.

l l l l l l l l l l l

2. Steve Annstamg (Football): The only
thing that stopped Armstrong from being
number one is that the Red Hawk football
team didn’t make the playoffs this season
and finished with a 4-4 record. Armstrong
caught 33 passes, with a team-leading nine
TDs, and 719 yards.

L Stephanie Sabaliauskas (Soccer): Where
would the women’s soccer team be without
the offensive production this season? Well
one thing is certain, they wouldn’t have been
in the second round of the NCAA playoffs.
Stephanie capped off her soccer career at
5. Tiffany Adz (Volleyball): Along with MSU scoring 10 goals and racking up five,
being named to the All-Conference team,
assists.
6. Liz DAlto (Soccer): D’Alto was second in
the team in points with 14 to help the Red
Hawks to one of their strongest seasons in
team history.
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Violence Becoming The Norm In Sports
Mike Johnson
S ta ff Writer

It seems that so recently athletes and fans
interacted on a professional level. When a
player made a big play to win the game or
when the team won the championship, the
players would reach out for the hands of the
spectators and shake. What sports fans have
seen over the past 10 years has been an enor
mous alteration of what the player/spectator
relationship should be.
Many people are blaming the athletes,
while others are pointing the finger into the
stands. In fact, they are pointing the finger

at what comes out of the stands. The most
recent incident took place last week at the
Pacers and Pistons game when a fan threw a
beer onto the court and struck Pacer’s player
Ron Artest. The result was an all-out brawl
involving several players and spectators.
Suspensions and fines were handed out, but
no one can expect that to right the problem.
This is not the only incident to illustrate
such a display of disapproval by the fans.
It seems that the fans are slowly becoming
accustomed to dictate how the sport should
be played by littering the playing area, but
are they the only ones to blame?
It is a fact that the level of competition has

declined in sports over the years. That can
be a result of the massive amount of cities
that are gaining sports franchises. Phoenix
has a hockey team; can you believe that? Do
they need one?. There are too' many teams
aind not enough good players. There are a lot
of teams with losing records year after year
and their fans are angry. When there is a
massive flood of players entering the profes
sional level each year through the draft, it is
just too hard to screen players and weed out
the bad seeds.
Athletes coming right out of high school
are being signed to multi-million dollar con
tracts, but have not learned that attacking

fans is not the right thing to do. They have
never played in front of crowds bigger than a
hundred people (and half of them are family
and friends). The athletes have to know that
the fans are there to see them play. With no
fans, there would be no multi-million dollar
deals.
Next time you are at a game and feel the
urge to throw something, do yourself a favor.
Turn to your buddy and throw it at him and
let the players play the game. Being pelted
with beer does not motivate the athlete to
win.

MSU Men’s Basketball Fall At Home
Karan Narwal
S ta ff Writer

With a 2-1 record coming into the game
against William Paterson University, the
Red Hawks Men’s Basketball team looked to
take control early. The
Red Hawks started with
Michael Gluck,- Gian
Paul Gonzalez, Quentin
Demeritte,
Anthony
Larkin and Rashad Butler. The first half
went somewhat slowly because of the pres
sure defense played by both teams although
the WPU offense started working a little
early and the baskets were going in.
With around 10 minutes left in the first
half, the pace for both teams picked up and
got in their flow. WPU was up 21-13 with 7:43

left in the first half to play and this is when
Gonzalez got opportunities in the paint. He
got a fast break dunk with the foul, which
set a tempo for the rest of the haft. Rashad
Butler used his quickness to his advantage
and hit a couple of baseline jumpers to get
things going as well. WPU answered back
with a couple of jumpers from their point
guards to keep a lead and not give it up. Yet
with 4:06 remaining, Gluck inched closer
and knocked down a three from the baseline
where now WPU was only up 23-19.
As the clock winded down for the first
haft, the Red Hawks got possession of the
ball in the backcourt and Gluck hustled down
midcourt putting up a prayer and made the
three-point field goal, which tied the game at
30-30. As the second haft got underway,

Know someone with

Gluck helped retain the lead with two free
throws but then WPU made two straight
buckets to take the lead 34-30. Then Butler
answered back with a jumper from the top of
the key to tie it. Gluck was a big asset tonight
as he worked on getting the boards continu
ously and worked with offense consistently.
Gonzalez also put up big numbers when he
played pressure defense to deny the Pioneers
opportunities in the paint. Unfortunately,
that wasn’t enough to stop WPU as they
pulled away with a 12-point lead with 8:08
remaining in the haft at 56-44. Even with
the Pioneers in the penalty, the Red Hawks
couldn’t capitalize as they missed numerous
free throws.
The closest the Red Hawks came to WPU
was within 10 with 1:52 left in the game.

In the end, The Pioneers pulled away with
the victory with a score of 67-54 despite
the efforts of Larkin, Gluck, Gonzalez and
Butler. Gluck finished with 14 points and 11
rebounds while Butler finished with eightand the leading scorer for the Red Hawks,
Gonzalez, ended up with 21 points with 11-11
from the free-throw line.
WPU got 30 points from the bench and 21
points from the Red Hawks turnovers. WPU
leading scorers were Joey Spiegel with 16
and Robert Sullivan with 15. The Red Hawks
head to Maryland this weekend as they face
off in the Salisbury Optimist Classic. Our
Red Hawks are now 2-2 overall, and 0-1 in
NJAC conference.
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Sickle Cell Anemia

want to learn more about it?
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T h e D ro p In C e n te r is lo ca te d
b e tw e e n th e S tu d e n t C e n te r

December 7th, 2004
8pm
@The Drop In Center

in co lla b o ra tio n w ith ,

Swing Phi Swing
Lambda Tau Omega
Lambda Theta Phi
Delta Chi
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Lambda Upsilon Lambda

a n d R ich a rd so n Hall
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P layer o f the W eek

SPORTS TRIVIA

QUESTION
A g a in s t w h a t t e a m d id M ic h a e l J o r d a n s c o re h is c a r e e r h ig h
6 9 p o in ts ?

LAST WEEK S QUESTI

Sophomore
Hometown: New Providence, NJ
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NSWER TO LAST WEEK’S
Wayne Gretzky earned a professional spo
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Honorable

M e n 's S o c c e r

NJAC

Rowan
TCNJ
SUNY Cortland
MSU
Western Connecticut
Kean
William Paterson

fiM

Overall

6-0
5-1
4-2
2-4
2-4
1-5
1-5

8-2
7-2
5-34
4-4
5-5
2-8
2-8

Rowan
Richard Stockton
Rutgers-Camden
MSU
Ramapo
Kean
William Paterson
TCNJ
Rtitgers-Newark

This W eek
End of Season

jflachin scored 18 points, recorded tw o steals and
one block in a victory at home.

NJAC

Overall

6-1-1
5-0-3
5-1-2
5-2-1
3-4-1
3-5-0
2-6-0
1-5-2
1-7-0

15-4-2
16-3-3
15-2-4
14-4-2
11-5-1
9-10-1
4-14-0
7-9-2
7-11-0

JAKE BEITZ
Junior
Hometown: Flemington, NJ

Beitz finished in fifth place at the
ESU Open.

G IA N M U L GONZALES
Junior
Hometown: North Haledon, NJ

Gonzalez put up 18 points, and
six boards in a blowout
’ victory over Centenary.

This W eek
End of Season

Last Week's Results

Last Week's Results

End of Season

End of Season

MICHAELGLUCK
Junior
Hometown: Union, NJ

W o m e n 's S o c c e r
TCNJ
William Paterson

NJAC
5-1
4-2

MSU

4-2

Rowan
Ramapo
Kean
Richard Stockton

4-2
2-4
2-4
0-6

Overall
13-5
12-3
12-6
10-7
9-7
11-6
6-12

TCNJ
Richard Stockton

NJAC
8-0-0
6-2-0

Overall
17-1-1
12-6-1

MSU

6-2-0

10-7-1

Rowan
Kean
Rutgers-Camden
William Paterson
Rutgers-Newark
Ramapo

4-2-2
3-3-2
3-4-1
1-5-2
1-7-0
0-7-1

11-5-2
9-6-2
12-6-2
6-8-3
10-7-1
7-11-1

This W eek
End of Season

G ludidarned a double-double
with 14 points and 11 rebounds in
& loss to Staten Island.

SHIKEENA LYNARD
Junio r
;lliiN»etown: Carney's Point, NJ

This W eek
End of Season

f
Last Week's Results

Lynard scored 13 points and nine
re fu n d s in the Scotty Wood Title
w e,-

Last Week's Results

M *
End of Season

End of Season
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Men’s Basketball

Question of the Week
PG. 27

PG. 26
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Heartbreaking Lo ss For Lady Hawks

Dominque W ilson I The Montclarion

Wednesday night’s game was a defensive battle, and both team s com
mitted a combined 45 personal fouls.

Jose Ortiz
S p o rts Editor

The William Paterson Pioneers
basketball team proved that Red
Hawk Stephanie Machin is human,
and th at she
Q H Q B m K E J j can be stopped.
By
holding
................ Machin to just
one second half
field goal, and the rest of the Lady
Hawks to just eight, the Pioneers
were able to steal one away from
the Red Hawks at Panzer Gym on
Wednesday night,.
With just 2:07 r e m a i n i n g in the
game with the Red Hawks down
by one, Machin m i s s e d two key
free throws, and Pioneer freshman,
Lauren Miller capitalized, draining
a jumper with just 1:47 remaining
to put WPU up by 3, and the Red
Hawks were never able to regain
the lead.
The game began well enough for
MSU who came out with a defensive
intensity that, in the early goings,
overwhelmed the Pioneers. Within
the first seven minutes of the game
the Red Hawks had accumulated a
14-7 lead, with five steals, while the
Pioneers couldn’t manage to stop
the hot MSU shooting.
In the first half the Lady Hawks
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shot over 46 percent from the floor,
while WPU shot just 37 percent.
MSU had a golden opportunity to
put the game further out of reach
in the first half when the Pioneers
went over the foul limit with a l m o st,
twelve m i n u t e s r e m a i n i n g before
the i n t e r m i s s i o n . However, from
that point on the Red Hawks only
went to the line twice, and took a
28 - 25 lead into the break.
In the second half, poor field
goal and free throw shooting by
the Lady Hawks, and great free
throw shooting by WPU allowed
the Pioneers to hang around and to
eventually retake the lead. MSU
hit just 30 percent of their shots
and just seven of their last 13 free
throws. Meanwhile the Pioneers
were able to drain over 82 percent
of their free throws, and that made
the difference in the game.
“It was a combo of not boxing out
on certain plays and not knocking
down free throws,” said MSU Head
Coach Beth O’Boyle. “Taking care
of the little t h i n g s during the game
also made a difference. We didn’t
f i n i s h some of our possessions and
that really hurt us in the end.”
Looking at the stat sheet, it can
be said that MSU completely out
played WPU, and let the victory
1 "."c

Dominque Wilson I The Montclarion

After beginning the game 4-7 from the floor, Stephanie Machin (left) made only one of her last nine shots.

slip out of their hands. WPU led
for just seven minutes and 25 sec
onds, MSU led for the other 32:35.
The largest lead the pioneers could
muster against MSLFs feisty D was
just five, and that was towards the
end of the first half, and with 14
seconds left in the match, when the
game was already lost. The Red
Hawks on the other hand led by
as many as nine and held at least
a five-point lead on eight different

possessions.
“We are still a very young team,”
said O’Boyle. “Both teams played
very hard, but we didn’t make them
play hard enough defense all the
time.”
With 11 steals and seven blocked
shots, the Red Hawks appeared to
be the superior team throughout
the game, and were it not for the
perfect 11-11 free throw shooting by
Pioneer, Lud Custis, who finished

with 23 points, the Red Hawks
would have most certainly come
away with the win.
Machin finished the game with
12 points despite her 5-16 shooting
performance. Jessica Garrabrant
scored eight points, along with four
steals and two blocked shots.
“There are two more practic
es, then we have to prepare from
Rutgers-Newark,” said O’Boyle.
“We will get better.”

Visit www.m ontclair.edu/athletics.shtm l for more information
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